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Mission Statement
In collaboration with families and the community, we will create and maintain a safe and inviting learning environment while
promoting engaging educational opportunities that support and affirm our students’ academic, social, and emotional growth.
The Linnie Roberts Elementary family commits to:
1.

Create an inclusive learning environment that supports the different learning styles of all students.

2.

Involve families in the educational growth of their students.

3.

Celebrate the individual success of all students.

4.

Empower students to take on their own learning obstacles.

5.

Strive to model life-long learning by growing as educators.

6.

Maintain a happy, risk-free environment.

Vision
The staff at Linnie Roberts Elementary will build a foundation to maximize every students'
potential to become confident life-long learners.

Value Statement
I Grow. You Grow. We All Grow Together.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Revised/Approved: September 04, 2019

Needs Assessment Overview
Linnie Roberts conducted the Effective Schools Framework analysis process. See plan adendums.
What we found?
High priority areas?
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Priority Problem Statements
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:
Improvement Planning Data
District goals
Campus Performance Objectives Summative Review from previous year
Current and/or prior year(s) campus and/or district improvement plans
Campus and/or district planning and decision making committee(s) meeting data
State and federal planning requirements
Accountability Data
Closing the Gaps Domain
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Goals
Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic
areas.
Performance Objective 1: Roberts Elementary will increase 1st grade student development in the area of word reading by reaching the target of 90%
developed.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: TPRI
Summative Evaluation 1: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 1: Due to Covid-19, the end of year data was not able to be collected. However, moving forward we will
continue with this goal.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
1) Identify students at risk and in need of support by
the end of the first grading period. Students will be
grouped for grade level intervention instruction based
on the skill deficiency utilizing computer programs
such as Lexia and iRead, as well as the intervention
teacher and instructional aides.

2.4, 2.6

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrators,
Increased development on TPRI assessment in the area
Grade Level
of word reading.
Teachers,
Intervention teacher

ESF Levers
Administrator
Increased development on TPRI assessment and
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
reading knowledge.
2) Professional development will focus on reading and
areas of special needs, such as GT, dyslexia, autism,
counseling, and special education. Teacher will be
provided the opportunity to collaborate and plan across Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 6000.00
grade levels and content areas.
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Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

3) Before and after school tutoring will be provided
and enforced on an as needed basis for all students
who are performing below grade level and/or at risk of
not obtaining grade level knowledge. Tutoring will be
skill specific and based on assessment, TPRI data, and
report card data. Tutoring will be provided by
classroom teachers and instructional aides.

2.4

Monitor

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrator,
Students will increase skill deficiency and work
Classroom Teacher, towards being on grade level.

= Accomplished
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Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic areas.
Performance Objective 2: Roberts Elementary will increase student achievement in 1st grade in the area of comprehension to 80% developing on the
screening status.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: TPRI data
Summative Evaluation 2: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 2: Due to Covid-19, the end of year data was not able to be collected. However, moving forward we will
continue with this goal.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
1) Identify students at risk and in need of support by
the end of the first grading period. Students will be
grouped for grade level intervention instruction based
on the skill deficiency utilizing computer programs
such as Lexia and iRead, as well as the intervention
teacher and instructional aides.

2.4, 2.6

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrators,
Increased development of comprehension knowledge.
Grade Level
Teachers,
Intervention teacher

ESF Levers
Administrator
Increased development on TPRI assessment and
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
reading knowledge.
2) Professional development will focus on reading and
areas of special needs, such as GT, dyslexia, autism,
counseling, and special education. Teacher will be
provided the opportunity to collaborate and plan across Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 5000.00
grade levels and content areas.
3) Before and after school tutoring will be provided
and enforced on an as needed basis for all students
who are performing below grade level and/or at risk of
not obtaining grade level knowledge. Tutoring will be
skill specific and based on assessment, TRPI, and
report card data. Tutoring will be provided by
classroom teachers and instructional aides.

2.4

Administrator,
Students will increase skill deficiency and work
Classroom Teacher towards being on grade level.

= Accomplished
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Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic areas.
Performance Objective 3: Roberts Elementary will increase student achievement in the area of Math by reaching the target of 70% mastery rate on end of
year benchmark.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 3: TEKS resource Benchmark
Summative Evaluation 3: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 3: Due to Covid-19, the end of year data was not able to be collected. However, moving forward we will
continue with this goal.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
1) Identify students at risk and in need of support by
the end of the first grading period. Students will be
grouped for grade level intervention instruction based
on the skill deficiency utilizing small group
instruction, computer programs such as xtramath, as
well as the intervention teacher and instructional aides.

2.4, 2.6

ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
2) Professional development will focus on math skills
and areas of special needs, such as GT, dyslexia,
autism, counseling, and special education. Teacher
will be provided the opportunity to collaborate and
plan across grade levels and content areas.
3) Before and after school tutoring will be provided
and enforced on an as needed basis for all students
who are performing below grade level and/or at risk of
not obtaining grade level knowledge. Tutoring will be
skill specific and based on assessments and report card
data. Tutoring will be provided by classroom teachers
and instructional aides.

Monitor

Performance on end of year assessment to showcase
2nd grade TEKS knowledge

Administrator,
Students will increase skill deficiency and work
Classroom Teacher towards being on grade level.

= Accomplished
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Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrators,
Performance on end of year assessment to showcase 1st
Grade Level
grade TEKS knowledge.
Teachers,
Intervention teacher

Administrator

2.4

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

= No Progress
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Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic areas.
Performance Objective 4: Roberts Elementary will increase 2nd grade student development in the areas word reading by reaching the target of 85%
developed.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 4: TPRI
Summative Evaluation 4: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 4: Due to Covid-19, the end of year data was not able to be collected. However, moving forward we will
continue with this goal.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
1) Identify students at risk and in need of support by
the end of the first grading period. Students will be
grouped for grade level intervention instruction based
on the skill deficiency utilizing computer programs
such as Lexia and iRead, as well as the intervention
teacher.

2.4, 2.6

ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
2) Professional development will focus on reading and
areas of special needs, such as GT, dyslexia, autism,
counseling, and special education. Teacher will be
provided the opportunity to collaborate and plan across
grade levels and content areas.
3) Before and after school tutoring will be provided
and enforced on an as needed basis for all students
who are performing below grade level and/or at risk of
not obtaining grade level knowledge. Tutoring will be
skill specific and based on assessment, TRPI, and
report card data. Tutoring will be provided by
classroom teachers and instructional aides.

Monitor

Increased development on TPRI assessment and
reading knowledge.

Administrator,
Students will increase their grade level knowledge to
Classroom Teacher gain achievement in grade level content.

= Accomplished
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Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrators,
Increased development on TPRI assessment in the area
Grade Level
of word reading.
Teachers,
Intervention teacher

Administrator

2.4

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

= No Progress
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Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic areas.
Performance Objective 5: Roberts Elementary will increase student achievement in 2nd grade in the area of comprehension to 75% developed on the
screening status.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 5: TRPI
Summative Evaluation 5: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 5: Due to Covid-19, the end of year data was not able to be collected. However, moving forward we will
continue with this goal.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
1) Identify students at risk and in need of support by
the end of the first grading period. Students will be
grouped for grade level intervention instruction based
on the skill deficiency utilizing computer programs
such as Lexia and iRead, as well as the intervention
teacher and instructional aide.

2.4, 2.6

ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
2) Professional development will focus on reading and
areas of special needs, such as GT, dyslexia, autism,
counseling, and special education. Teacher will be
provided the opportunity to collaborate and plan across
grade levels and content areas.
3) Before school and after school tutoring will be
provided and enforced on an as needed basis for all
students who are performing below grade level and/or
at risk of not obtaining grade level knowledge.
Tutoring will be skill specific and based on
assessment, TRPI, and report card data. Tutoring will
be provided by classroom teachers and instructional
aides.

Monitor

Increased development on TPRI assessment and
reading knowledge.

Administrator,
Students will increase skill deficiency and work
Classroom Teacher towards being on grade level.

= Accomplished
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Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrators,
Increased development on TPRI assessment in the area
Grade Level
of comprehension.
Teachers,
Intervention teacher

Administrator

2.4

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

= No Progress
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Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic areas.
Performance Objective 6: Roberts Elementary will increase student achievement in the area of Math by reaching the target of 75% mastery rate on end of
year benchmark.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 6: TEKS Resource benchmark
Summative Evaluation 6: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 6: Due to Covid-19, the end of year data was not able to be collected. However, moving forward we will
continue with this goal.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
1) Identify students at risk and in need of support by
the end of the second grading period. Students will be
grouped for grade level intervention instruction based
on the skill deficiency utilizing small group
instruction, computer programs such as xtramath, as
well as the intervention teacher and instructional aide.

2.4, 2.6

ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
2) Professional development will focus on math skills
and areas of special needs, such as GT, dyslexia,
autism, counseling, and special education. Teacher
will be provided the opportunity to collaborate and
plan across grade levels and content areas.
TEA Priorities
Build a foundation of reading and math
3) During school and after school tutoring will be
provided and enforced on an as needed basis for all
students who are performing below grade level and/or
at risk of not obtaining grade level knowledge.
Tutoring will be skill specific and based on assessment
and report card data. Tutoring will be provided by
classroom teachers and instructional aides.
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Monitor

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Administrators,
Performance on end of year assessment to showcase
Grade Level
2nd grade TEKS knowledge.
Teachers,
Intervention teacher

Administrator

2.4

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Performance on end of year assessment to showcase
2nd grade TEKS knowledge.

Administrator,
Students will increase skill deficiency and work
Classroom Teacher towards being on grade level.
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Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

= Accomplished
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Mar
June
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Goal 1: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide quality teaching and rigorous learning in all academic areas.
Performance Objective 7: Roberts Elementary will meet or exceed an attendance rate of 96% every six weeks grading period.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 7: District attendance reports
Summative Evaluation 7: Some progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 7: Attendance will be looked at differently as we will not want students trying to come to school sick. We will
begin to look at ways to support our students if they are sick and need to stay at home.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

1) Home visits will be conducted to students and
parents who have chronic attendance problems.

Principal, Teachers Daily attendance rates will increase.

2) At the end of every 6 weeks, students with perfect
attendance (no absences, no tardies, and not leaving
early) are celebrated at the six weeks awards and
receive an incentive from administrators.

Attendance clerk, Increased daily attendance with a decrease in tardies
Teachers, Principal and students leaving early.

3) Dropout prevention specialist will conduct meetings
with guardians to discuss the laws and importance of
attendance. Specialist will tracks data for the students,
conduct regular meetings to create a plan, and then file
charges as necessary for truancy issues.

Dropout Prevention Decrease in high absent rates for students.
Specialist, Principal

= Accomplished
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Goal 2: Linnie Roberts Elementary will place a continued emphasis on providing students with teachers
who provide high quality instructional opportunities for learning.
Performance Objective 1: Students will be instructed by highly qualified teachers and instructional aides, thereby reflecting the demographics of our
students and providing role models of various ethnic groups.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Highly qualified report and teacher ethnicity report will be reviewed indicating achievement of objective.
Summative Evaluation 1: Met Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 1: Continue to build a faculty that understands, supports, and celebrates the demographics of our campus and
district.
Strategy Description
Comprehensive Support Strategy

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Administrators

Increase highly effective instruction from feedback.

Campus
administrator

Increase the instructional capacity of our aides to better
support the growth of our students.

Formative Reviews
Nov

Mar

June

TEA Priorities
Recruit, support, retain teachers and principals
ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
1) Campus administrators will create a weekly
calendar for strategic T-TESS evaluations to monitor
effectiveness of teacher instruction.
2) Instructional aides will be highly qualified and
offered additional training in order to better serve the
students in an instructional capacity.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 2000.00
TEA Priorities
Recruit, support, retain teachers and principals
ESF Levers
Lever 2: Effective, Well-Supported Teachers
3) On-going quality staff development will be
provided for all faculty, including but not limited to
Capturing Kids Hearts, CHAMPS, Organizational
Health, Region III and Region IV consultants.
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Administrators

Faculty members will utilize best practices in delivery
of content and teaching strategies.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 4000.00
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Strategy Description
4) Provide role models of various ethnic groups and
backgrounds by continuing to use the high school
PALS program, District Mentor program, and Watch
D.O.G.S programs.

ELEMENTS
3.2

Monitor
Counselor

= Accomplished
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Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Increase the exposure of students to role models of
different backgrounds to guide understanding of correct
behaviors.

= No Progress
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Goal 2: Linnie Roberts Elementary will place a continued emphasis on providing students with teachers who provide high quality instructional
opportunities for learning.
Performance Objective 2: Staff will be provided opportunities for various, high-quality professional development that impacts student growth.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: Professional development summary.
Summative Evaluation 2: Exceeded Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 2: Due to Covid-19, staff shifted all instruction to an online model. The teachers still met with students twice
weekly and continued online, engaging lessons to build on the foundations they had laid. Student growth will be the forefront of our decisions
for the 2020-2021 school year.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

TEA Priorities
Campus
Faculty members will utilize best practices in delivery
Recruit, support, retain teachers and principals
administration
of content and teaching strategies.
ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
1) On-going quality staff development will be
provided for all faculty, including but not limited to
Capturing Kids Hearts, Stetson and Associates, Region Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 6000.00
III and Region IV consultants.
Comprehensive Support Strategy
ESF Levers
Lever 5: Effective Instruction
2) Professional Learning Communities will be utilized
weekly to support teachers in best practices, review
data, and planning for student achievement.

Campus
instructional
coaches, campus
administrators

ESF Levers
Lever 2: Effective, Well-Supported Teachers
3) Texas Lesson Study will be utilized to guide
teachers in a better understanding of the lesson
planning process and provide opportunities for them to
utilize their own knowledge to create more rigorous
and effective lessons.

Administrator,
Math teachers will have the foundational knowledge
Instructional Coach needed to produce effective lessons that meet the needs
of our students. T-TESS evaluations will help showcase
the knowledge gained.

4) READ academy information presented to
participants will be brought back and presented to
those teachers who were not in attendance.

Administrator,
Effective reading instruction with high quality
District
strategies will be utilized in all classrooms guiding the
Instructional
student's foundational reading knowledge.
Coach, Campus
Instructional Coach
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Staff will utilize best practices and data reflection to
guide students to mastery in the classroom.
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Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

= Accomplished
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Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

= No Progress
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Goal 2: Linnie Roberts Elementary will place a continued emphasis on providing students with teachers who provide high quality instructional
opportunities for learning.
Performance Objective 3: Roberts Elementary will promote the use of technology among staff and students.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 3: T-TESS documentation
Summative Evaluation 3: Exceeded Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 3: In line with the Blackcat 2.0 Strategic design plan, our campus is working on becoming a one-to-one
campus for our students in the 2020-2021 school year.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

1) Students will receive 30 minutes per week of
computer instructional time utilizing the program
learning.com to guide their computer and typing
knowledge.

Computer Lab
Students will have an increased understanding of
Instructional Aide, computer usage and typing skills.
Campus
Administrator

2) Access to technology will increase within the
classrooms with each teacher having at least 10
chromebooks for students to utilize within their class.

Teachers. Campus
Administrator

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Students will have access to chromebooks to support
their learning.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 10000.00
3) Utilization of smart boards and chrome books to
incorporate an interactive classroom for student
curriculum enhancement.

Administrator

4) Teachers and students will continue to utilize
Success Maker, learning.com, Lexia, and STAR
Renaissance Reading and Math in order to provide
remediation and enhance curriculum.

Administrators,
Increased academic performance within the classroom
Classrom Teachers and in student learning.

= Accomplished
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Increased academic performance within the classroom
and in student learning.

= No Progress
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Goal 3: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide a safe and secure learning environment and improve the
climate of our school.
Performance Objective 1: Roberts Elementary will continue efforts to create a safe and secure campus.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 1: Review of survey questions indicating safe and secure environment.
Summative Evaluation 1: Exceeded Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 1: Throughout the year, safety was a priority for the campus. The Safety Committee met to review data and
drills were conducted to ensure students had knowledge of what to do in the event of an emergency. Next year, we recommend that this
continues to be a priority by ensuring proper sanitation and cleanliness of the campus along with ensuring safety for our students and staff.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov

Mar

June

1) Roberts Elementary will maintain an updated
Emergency Operations Plan through continued
feedback and input from staff and parents.
2) All doors will remained locked throughout the day.
All visitors will have to utilize the security door alarm
before entrance into the school and drivers licenses
will be scanned by the Raptor system.

Administrator,
Office Staff,
Custodians

Increased safety of students and staff on campus.

3) Conduct mandatory safety drills as required and
review the crisis plan with all staff regularly. Surveys
will be sent out after each drill to gain feedback on
what procedures the staff still has questions on.

Administrator

Complete of drill report monthly and yearly. Increased
awareness of effective procedures on campus.

4) All staff members will receive professional
development training regarding conflict resolution,
suicide prevention, drug and violence prevention, and
child protective services.

Administrators

Staff will have a hightened awareness of the needs of
student and will be able to address major issues by
involving the appropriate responders.

5) Bay City ISD Police Department and school
counselor will conduct programs to increase awareness
of bullying, unsafe behaviors, and violence prevention
with the students.

Counselor

Student participation and increased awareness of these
topics.

= Accomplished
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Goal 3: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide a safe and secure learning environment and improve the climate of our school.
Performance Objective 2: Student discipline will show a decrease in the disproportionality among ethnic groups.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 2: District Discipline reports for the campus.
Summative Evaluation 2: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 2: For the 2020-2021 school year, there will be training on how to create relationships and showcase empathy
to students of various ethnic groups. Training will include cultural awareness, inequities, discriminatory practices and biases.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

1) Continue to reduce the number of discipline
referrals that result in out of classroom placement for
general education and special education students, as
well as increase time on task by providing positive
incentives and reinforcement of positive choices.

Administrators,
Decrease in student discipline referrals.
Counselor,
Classroom Teacher

ESF Levers
Lever 3: Positive School Culture
2) All staff members will participate in the Capturing
Kids Hearts reboot professional development training
for establishing positive relationships with students.

Administrator

Decrease in student discipline referrals.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 2750.00

3) Professional development to bring awareness to
staff on the needs of the students that we serve.

Administrator

4) Behavior Committee will conduct regular meetings
to discuss discipline data and create or maintain
strategies to better support our students and teachers.

Administrator,
Increase availability of positive reinforcement and
Behavior
relationships with students to help decrease student
Committee, and
referrals.
Classroom Teacher

5) Positive incentives will be provided to encourage
positive behaviors. This includes pawprint rewards,
Pawsative referrals, and incentives for students.

Administrator,
Increase the number of positive interactions between
Classroom Teacher staff and students.

= Accomplished
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Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Deeper understanding of how to connect with students
of various backgrounds.

= No Progress
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Goal 3: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide a safe and secure learning environment and improve the climate of our school.
Performance Objective 3: Linnie Roberts Elementary will increase opportunities for collaboration and partnerships with parents and community members.
Evaluation Data Source(s) 3: Parent Involvement sign in sheets and input
Summative Evaluation 3: Significant progress made toward meeting Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 3: Continued outreach for community support is needed as we continue to involve the community in our
mission, vision, and goals.
Strategy Description
1) Watch D.O.G.S program will be utilized on the
campus to encourage parent and community
participation on campus.

ELEMENTS

Monitor
Counselor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Increase number of role models on campus to support
student need.

Funding Sources: 211 - Title I - 300.00
2) Linnie Roberts PTO will continue to work together
with the campus staff to provide opportunities for
participation on campus for all parents and community
members.

Administrator

ESF Levers
Lever 3: Positive School Culture
3) Two parent nights a year (spring and fall) will be
held to better support our parents as they learn how to
support their students at home with academic progress.

Administrator and Increased parent awareness of how to help students
Classroom Teacher with an increase in parent participation in student's
academic progress.

= Accomplished
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Increase attendance at events held to showcase parent
and community involvement.

= No Progress
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Goal 3: Linnie Roberts Elementary will provide a safe and secure learning environment and improve the climate of our school.
Performance Objective 4: Roberts Elementary will improve the overall climate and culture of the campus in the areas of vision and mission and teacher
empowerment
Evaluation Data Source(s) 4: School culture and teacher retention rates
Summative Evaluation 4: Exceeded Performance Objective
Next Year's Recommendation 4: Empower staff to embody the vision and mission that they created and grow in areas that were uncovered
during the OHI process.
Strategy Description

ELEMENTS

Monitor

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

ESF Levers
Lever 2: Effective, Well-Supported Teachers
1) Committees will be formed to support leadership
role among teachers.

Administrator

Increase teacher participation in development and
continued success of school procedures.

ESF Levers
Lever 2: Effective, Well-Supported Teachers
2) Monthly feedback will be gathered to increase
support in areas that teachers showcase a need for.

Administrator

Survey results will help guide decision making process
and additional support of the teachers.

ESF Levers
Lever 3: Positive School Culture
3) Morning Meetings will be conducted to create a
positive school environment where our teachers and
students are able to state the goals we have every
single day.

Administrator,
Campus staff

Increased awareness of work towards our vision and
mission and relationships among the students and staff
school wide.

TEA Priorities
Recruit, support, retain teachers and principals
ESF Levers
Lever 3: Positive School Culture
4) Monthly staff celebrations will be conducted by
administrators to celebrate the hard work and extra
efforts of the staff.

Administrator

Staff morale will continue to improve to better focus on
the needs of the students.
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Strategy Description
TEA Priorities
Recruit, support, retain teachers and principals
ESF Levers
Lever 3: Positive School Culture
5) Positive incentives will be given out in the form of
pawprints for teachers who are caught going above
and beyond, along with weekly survey for staff to
praise each other.

ELEMENTS

Monitor
Administrator

= Accomplished

Linnie Roberts Elementary
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Strategy's Expected Result/Impact

Formative Reviews
Nov
Mar
June

Staff will be provided a family like environment that
encourages them to support each other and in turn,
support our students.

= No Progress
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= Discontinue
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Comprehensive Support Strategies
Goal Objective Strategy

Description

2

1

1

Campus administrators will create a weekly calendar for strategic T-TESS evaluations to monitor effectiveness of teacher
instruction.

2

2

2

Professional Learning Communities will be utilized weekly to support teachers in best practices, review data, and planning for
student achievement.
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2019-2020 Campus Site-Based Committee
Committee Role

Name

Position

Administrator

Ashley Hagg

Principal

Administrator

Marissa Wendel

Assistant Principal

Classroom Teacher

Artricia Allen

Teacher

Paraprofessional

Anthony Rabun

Paraprofessional

Classroom Teacher

Victoria Sparks

Teacher

Classroom Teacher

Katherine Gassen

Teacher

Paraprofessional

Yolanda Brooks

Paraprofessional

Classroom Teacher

Amy Hudson

Teacher

Parent

Rodnisha Bonner

Parent

Parent

Ruthie Revis

Parent

Community Representative

Amberly Savage

Community Member

Parent

Debra Shield

Parent

Business Representative

Carol Newton

Community Member

Parent

Amber Parks

Parent

Linnie Roberts Elementary
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Campus Funding Summary
211 - Title I
Goal

Objective

Strategy

1

1

2

Professional development opportunities

$6,000.00

1

2

2

Professional Development

$5,000.00

2

1

2

Professional Development

$2,000.00

2

1

3

Staff Development

$4,000.00

2

2

1

Staff Development

$6,000.00

2

3

2

Chromebook additions

$10,000.00

3

2

2

CKH Reboot

$2,750.00

3

3

1

Watch D.O.G.S Program

Linnie Roberts Elementary
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Resources Needed

Account Code

Amount

$300.00
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Sub-Total

$36,050.00

Budgeted Fund Source Amount

$40,900.00

+/- Difference

$4,850.00

Grand Total

$36,050.00
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ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH
INDIVIDUALIZED REPORT

Prepared for:
Rosie Cumings
Roberts ES
Bay City Independent School District
Prepared by:
Organizational Health: Diagnostic and Development Corporation
April 30, 2019

MISSION
PARAMETERS

April 30, 2019
Rosie Cumings
Roberts ES
Unit Code: B08255OE
Dear Rosie Cumings,
On behalf of your Organizational Health team, I want to thank you for participating in our
diagnostic and development process, and I hope that you are looking forward to examining and
studying this Individualized Report.
The information will assist you in analyzing and understanding the internal dynamics contributing
to the current level of Organizational Health within your campus. These materials are designed
to help you maintain and/or build the leadership capacity of leaders throughout your campus.
Therefore, we encourage you to identify those portions of the report that you may want to share with
key leadership teams. For example, we encourage you to share:
•

The color-coded scatter plots for the “Big Three” dimensions to assist them in understanding the
current status along the Dependent-Independent-Interdependent continuum.

•

The thirds graph for them to gain insights into the perceptions of those in the top, middle, and
bottom thirds.

These data reinforce the reality that these are organizational data and not personal data about you.
These materials are designed to assist you and other key leaders in integrating our six leadership
principles and beliefs into the fabric of your school. There is a two-page summary for each of these
conceptual frameworks along with a scatter plot that shows the status of your school on each of the
related conceptual models. After your conferences, we encourage you to share these short summaries
with key leadership teams.
In preparation for the Data Engagement Conference, please “work through” this Individualized
Report and note where you have questions or need additional information. Your Organizational
Health consultant will be available to assist in answering those questions and to help you examine
the databased implications for your school.
Thanks again for your commitment to continuous professional improvement!
Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Marvin Fairman, President
Organizational Health: Diagnostic and Development Corporation
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Dependence

Interdependence
Introduction to Organizational Health
Welcome to our Organizational Health diagnostic and development process. The Organizational
Health profiles contained in a later portion of this individualized report will provide you with
valuable information about the internal workings of your organization. The profiles are truly
Organizational Health Profiles—not profiles of the leader. However, you as the leader are in the best
position to reinforce the current levels of Organizational Health and/or to help make significant
improvements if needed.
The goal of these materials is to increase the leadership capacity of key individuals and teams
throughout your organization as you maintain and/or improve your leadership effectiveness.
Therefore, although these data profiles and support materials have been designed specifically for
you, you are encouraged to share portions of the report with team members. As you read and
work through this report, you may want to highlight portions to share with others. However, we
encourage you to “work through” the data sections and the “leader data reflections” sections prior to
sharing the data with any members of your team.
The Organizational Health Improvement Process is presented below and is a repeating cycle of
Diagnosing, Developing, and Deploying (see Figure 1 below). This individulized report will provide
you with a clear, reliable diagnosis of the current organizational health of your campus. There
are three important exercises in the development stage that we encourage you to work through
before sharing the data with other members of your team: Data Engagement Conference, Personal
Reflection & Planning, and Strategy Development Conference.

Figure 1: The Organizational Health Improvement Cycle
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“All the top-performing systems recognize that they
cannot improve what they do not measure.”
The above statement quotes a 2007 McKinsey Report entitled, “How the World’s Best-Performing
School Systems Come Out on Top.” Consistent with their conclusion and statement, we have been
committed to measuring and improving the internal dynamics of schools for the past three decades.
Furthermore, we are committed to the premise that leaders can and should continue to grow
professionally. Effective leaders know the importance of creating a positive and supportive working
environment that facilitates open, honest, two-way communications within their organizations.
Leaders who value and promote open and honest feedback believe that objective and reliable
feedback is the “Breakfast of Champions” and therefore a crucial component for initiating effective
leadership and organizational improvements. We are delighted that you are using our diagnostic and
development services and believe you will find these services to be invaluable assets for increasing the
effectiveness of your school.
After identifying and studying ninety of the top executives in the U.S., Bennis and Nanus concluded
that two of the distinguishing characteristics of highly effective leaders are that they are:
•

Perpetual learners

•

Comfortable learning in their working environment.

Feedback processes helped these leaders continue to grow and to model perpetual learning. These
leaders led by example and capitalized on the internal and the external environments as catalysts for
change and renewal. When leaders develop strategies for using feedback in a positive and productive
manner, they are demonstrating that they value people and that they are willing to learn in their
working environment. Thus, they are modeling their belief in the importance of being perpetual
learners. We want to assist you in capitalizing on the feedback and to help you model perpetual
learning.
The Organizational Health: Diagnostic and Development Corporation has worked with quality public
school districts and a variety of organizations in the private sector throughout the nation and has
assisted them in measuring and monitoring the internal dynamics that impact productivity. The
Organizational Health Instrument (OHI) was designed to measure the quality of the organizational
environment and to capture some of the more subtle and complex internal systemic dynamics.
The OHI was developed and copyrighted after three years of rigorous research and field testing for
validity and reliability. The OHI is now widely used as a diagnostic tool that elicits confidential
feedback from individual members on ten key organizational variables that are statistically
significantly correlated with organizational productivity.

Individualized Report 2018-19
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Organizational Health is defined as an organization’s ability to function effectively, to cope
adequately, to change appropriately, and to grow from within. Organizational Health consists of the
following ten dimensions:
Goal Focus - the ability of persons, groups, or organizations to have clarity, acceptance, support,
internalization, and advocacy of school-wide goals.
Communication Adequacy - that state when information is relatively distortion free and travels
both vertically and horizontally across the boundaries of an organization.
Optimal Power Equalization - the ability to maintain a relatively equitable distribution of influence
between the leader and team members.
Resource Utilization - the ability to coordinate and maintain inputs, particularly personnel,
effectively with a minimal sense of strain.
Cohesiveness - the state when persons, groups, or organizations have a clear sense of identity.
Members feel attracted to membership in an organization. They want to stay with it, be influenced
by it, and exert their own influence within it.
Morale - that state in which a person, group, or organization have feelings of well-being, satisfaction,
and pleasure.
Innovativeness - that ability to be and allow others to be inventive, diverse, creative and risk-taking.
Autonomy - that state in which a person, group, or organization have the freedom to fulfill their
roles and responsibilities.
Adaptation - that ability to tolerate stress and maintain stability while coping with demands of the
environment.
Problem-Solving Adequacy - an organization’s ability to perceive problems and solve them with
minimal energy. The problems stay solved and the problem solving mechanism of the organization is
maintained and/or strengthened.
Based on the feedback from your faculty, you will receive the following information within this
individualized report:
•

A self perception that contrasts your perceptions with the composite view of the faculty,

•

A self perception that contrasts the perceptions of the assistant principal(s) with the composite
view of the faculty,

•

A line graph that allows you to view the profile from the perspective of the top, middle, and
bottom thirds of the faculty,

•

A percentile bar graph that shows how the school compares with similar schools across the
country, and in following years you will have a pre-post showing a two-year comparison,

Individualized Report 2018-19
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•

A reflective practice section that is designed to help you capitalize and reinforce the top strength
and to gain important insights into the top priority,

•

A gap analysis that shows the relationship between the top five strengths and the five lowest
dimensions, and

•

An analysis that will provide insights into how each of the top five strengths may be negatively
impacting the number one improvement priority.

As the name of the company implies, the Organizational Health: Diagnostic and Development
Corporation is more than just a diagnostic company because it also has an important development
component. Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness provides a set of leadership beliefs and associated
conceptual models that provide the foundation for building healthy and productive schools.
In chapter eight, statistical data and scatter plots are provided that show statistically significant
correlations between the dimensions of Organizational Health and student performance.
You will also receive a notebook that includes Organizational Health: Improvement Strategies that
provides structures and processes for translating improvement priorities into practical plans of action.
After you examine the data, you may be tempted to try and “fix it before sundown,” but please
avoid the temptation. Our diagnostic and development processes are design to help you analyze and
internalize the data in this report, “work through” reflective practice materials in the notebook, and
to reexamine the leadership belief statements and models in the Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness
book. Furthermore, you will receive consultant support during the Data Engagement and Strategy
Development Conferences prior to sharing the data with the faculty.

Importance of the Work
It is no secret to you that school districts throughout the United States are being challenged by “high
stakes” testing and accountability. In addition to the inherent challenges for all school districts,
many districts also face additional challenges of high mobility rates, low SES as evidenced by the
percentage of students receiving free and reduced lunches, and high percentages of students with
English as a second language.
The common thread for schools experiencing success with these additional challenges is that they
have very positive and productive working environments. More specifically, the Organizational
Health: Diagnostic and Development Corporation has found a statistically significant relationship at
the .001 level between student performance and the following dimensions of Organizational Health:
•

Goal Focus – the degree to which the faculty has clarity, acceptance, support, internalization,
and advocacy of school-wide goals.

•

Cohesiveness – the degree to which the faculty is willing and able to function in stages 3, 4, 5,
and 6 in the Team Development cycle.

•

Adaptation – the degree to which the school is willing and able to adapt and change to meet the
needs of the school community and the broader external environment.
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Based upon these consistent research findings it seems logical that schools will be more productive
when principals have “built in systems” that help the faculty have clarity, acceptance, support,
internalization, and advocacy of system-wide goals. Schools that are experiencing high levels of
advocacy for school-wide goals have systems in place so that faculty members have opportunities to:
critically examine data, have healthy professional debates, and be involved in establishing realistic
short and long-range goals.
Furthermore, when principals and other key leaders demonstrate that they value, promote, and
expect team-work throughout the school, it has a powerful impact on performance. They have
systems in place to help horizontal and vertical teams progress naturally through the six stages of
Team Development (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 in Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness). Teams in the
top stage analyze causes for gaps, identify discrepancies, predict future trends, plan proactively, hold
themselves and others accountable, and work collaboratively with other interdependent teams. When
time is at a premium, dollars are decreasing, and external expectations are increasing, educators need
to maximize the impact of their time by capitalizing on the synergy of their horizontal and vertical
teams.
When performance doesn’t match the expectation, the natural response of cohesive, goalfocused teams is to adapt. The adaptation will be based upon a critical analysis of existing data, a
reexamination of current strategies, and the development of proactive strategies for achieving the
desired results. Principals and other key leaders play pivotal roles in this important process, especially
during the early stages of adaptation.
It is not about working harder; it is about working smarter and building the leadership capacity of
key individuals and teams throughout your school. Our Sustained Systemic Success Model™ provides
a conceptual framework for identifying the foundational components required for student success.
This model was conceived as a result of a Melinda and Bill Gates funded project that was designed
to critically examine 100 promising high schools from across the nation and to identify those factors
which are needed in order to have sustained student success. Willard Daggett and his team from the
International Center for Leadership in Education (ICLE) provided the initiative for this collaborative
project, which also included the Council for Chief State School Officers. OHDDC’s contribution
to this collaborative effort was to provide a longitudinal data-base for this important project and to
provide diagnostic and development support for these 100 high schools.
The ICLE emphasizes that sustained student success requires teams of teachers to focus their energies
on instructional strategies that emphasize rigor, relevance, and relationships, the 3Rs of the 21st
Century. Fairman and McLean have integrated the 3Rs and the essential learning criteria (core,
stretch, engaged, and personal skill development) into the conceptual model as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Sustained Systemic Success ModelTM
We believe that to have sustained student success requires a systemic commitment to a set of
principle-centered beliefs. These beliefs are the conceptual framework for our book Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness and, as depicted above, the leadership belief statements and associated
conceptual models provide the conceptual infrastructure for Sustained Systemic Success.
We believe that if schools are to improve—significantly and systemically improve—those who
work inside them must take responsibility for focusing their efforts on building and sustaining
commitment to a set of shared principles and beliefs throughout the organization. Therefore, student
success cannot be achieved and sustained unless there is a systemic commitment to a principlecentered conceptual infrastructure.
We believe the 3Rs require the foundational support of Goal Focus, Adaptation, and Cohesiveness in
order to gain the internal commitments necessary for these fundamental changes.
•

Rigor applies to both core and stretch learning as a goal, not an option or an afterthought. A
commitment to design high rigor into lessons is a function of the highest levels of Goal Focus
for teachers. Thus Goal Focus is a foundation upon which teachers build the rigor in the core
and stretch learning.
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•

Relevance applies to both stretch and engaged learning emphasizing application that is
interdisciplinary and contextual. Relevant learning activities are designed to engage and motivate
students for learning beyond the minimal requirements. As with rigor, a commitment to design
high relevance into lessons is a function of the ability and willingness of individuals and teams
to adapt and change to make the learning relevant to the students. Thus Adaptation is the
foundation upon which teachers build relevance into the stretch and engaged learning.

•

Relationships with adults who support their learning are critical for students to be committed to
learning and to have a sense of belonging and accomplishment. All students need—and many
students require—demonstrations and models of positive behaviors and attitudes from the adults
on campus if they are to develop desirable personal and social skills. In schools with healthy
environments, teachers model cohesive relationships with their peers, and these cohesive teams
reinforce the positive and productive teaching and learning environment and relationships with
all students. As with rigor and relevance, a commitment to demonstrate positive behaviors and
attitudes is a function of the highest levels of Goal Focus, Adaptation, and Cohesiveness for
teachers.

The book Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness provides a conceptual foundation for improving the
Organizational Health and effectiveness of educational organizations. As depicted by the graphic
on the front of the book, it is based upon six leadership principles and six associated Leadership
Belief Statements that are designed to help you move individuals and teams from dependence, to
independence, to interdependence.

Figure 3: Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness
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Please remember as you start “working through” the information contained within this
individualized report that the process is designed to provide you with new insights. These insights
may reinforce many of your current practices and also may challenge you to reexamine others. Even
though the profiles are a picture of the school, please remember that you are in the best position
to reinforce and/or to change these internal dynamics. Throughout these materials we emphasize
that the Organizational Health of your school can be improved by any one or a combination of the
following:
•

Changing your behavior as the leader,

•

Changing the behavior of work unit members,

•

Changing structures within the organization, and

•

Letting individuals know the “whys” behind your decisions.

As the keeper of the vision, you are in the best position to create systemic change. As you “work
through” this individualized report, we encourage you to be reflective about changing and/
or reinforcing those structures and behaviors that are known to have a positive impact upon
Organizational Health and productivity.
Again, we encourage you to work through Steps 1-6 prior to sharing the information with other
team members because:
•

Individual members have given you open and honest feedback about the internal dynamics of
their school – avoid the temptation of trying to “fix something before sundown!”

•

You need time to process the information and to be reflective about these internal dynamics,

•

You need to take time to think conceptually and to examine the big picture,

•

Some of the sections encourage you to record your perceptions about the internal dynamics of
your administrative team and other key leadership teams,

•

The process is designed to place you in a very positive and proactive position prior to sharing the
data with others.

Now you are ready to examine the data for your school!
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Self to Composite
Comparison
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Scoring the Organizational Health Instrument
The Organizational Health Instrument© (OHI) consists of 80 items that were selected after a threeyear, three-phase research process. This process firmly established reliability and validity including
predictability of student performance. There are eight questions for each of the ten dimensions.
These statements were randomly placed in the OHI. Individuals can respond to each of these
questions with a “Strongly Agree,” “Agree,” “Undecided,” “Disagree,” or “Strongly Disagree”
response. The table below displays the point value for each item statement.
Responses
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Positive
5
4
3
2
1

Negative
1
2
3
4
5

As reported in the table below, each dimension could have scores ranging from a potential high of 40
to a low of 8 points. An “agree” response to all eight questions on a dimension would produce a raw
score of 32.
Responses
Strongly Agree
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Individualized Report 2018-19

Point Value
5
4
3
2
1

# of Questions
8
8
8
8
8

x
x
x
x
x

16

=
=
=
=
=

Total Points
40
32
24
16
8
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Self to Composite Comparison:
This comparison is intended to show how accurately you as the principal predicted the composite
view of your faculty to the 80 item statements in the OHI—that is, how accurately you “read” the
faculty.
OH Dimensions
Goal Focus

Self
31.00

Composite
27.33

Communication Adequacy

30.00

26.80

Optimal Power Equalization

29.00

23.34

Resource Utilization

32.00

27.96

Cohesiveness

33.00

28.01

Morale

28.00

24.88

Innovativeness

31.00

27.50

Autonomy

30.00

26.65

Adaptation

32.00

26.95

Problem Solving Adequacy
Average OH Score

31.00
30.70

27.96
26.74

As reported in the table above the composite faculty response ranged from a high of 28.01 on
COH and a low of 23.34 on OPE with an average score of 26.74. As you read the item statements,
the instructions for the OHI directed you to anticipate how you thought the “composite faculty”
would respond to each of these item statements. Your perception scores ranged from a high of
33.00 to a low of 28.00 for an average score of 30.70. Any raw score could have been generated by
a combination of responses on the eight statements for that dimension. For example, a raw score of
36 could have resulted from four statements with a “Strongly Agree” (4 statements X 5 points = 20
points) and four statements with an “Agree” (4 statements X 4 points = 16). These two subtotals (20
and 16) would produce the raw score of 36 on a dimension.
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Perceptual Gaps:
Ideally, you would have answered the item statements in the same way as the faculty responded
collectively. A “gap” score is the difference between your perception and the composite perceptions of
the faculty. For example, if your score for a dimension was 35 and the faculty response was 30, there
would be a gap of -5 points. Scores preceded by a minus sign indicate that the faculty scored the
dimension lower than you had anticipated. Scores without the minus sign indicate that the faculty
scored the dimension higher than you anticipated.
OH Dimensions
Goal Focus

Self
31.00

Composite
27.33

Gap
-3.67

Communication Adequacy

30.00

26.80

-3.20

Optimal Power Equalization

29.00

23.34

-5.66

Resource Utilization

32.00

27.96

-4.04

Cohesiveness

33.00

28.01

-4.99

Morale

28.00

24.88

-3.12

Innovativeness

31.00

27.50

-3.50

Autonomy

30.00

26.65

-3.35

Adaptation

32.00

26.95

-5.05

Problem Solving Adequacy
Average OH Score

31.00
30.70

27.96
26.74

-3.04
-3.96

A one or two point spread or “gap” between the lines indicates that you responded to all but one or
two of the items with the same response choice as the total faculty, which indicates a very accurate
read. A gap of two to four points is considered a relatively accurate read because you are responding
to more than half of the item statements as faculty members have responded. When the gap is
beyond the four point range, you answered more than half of the items differently than the faculty. A
gap greater than eight points indicates that you answered all items on that dimension with a response
choice different than the faculty.
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Line Graph:
The line graph below provides a visual image of how your perceptions compare with the composite
faculty view. The blue line represents your perception; the red line represents the composite of the
faculty.

As you examine the spread between yours and the faculty’s perceptions, please note that 0
dimension(s) had a gap within the two point range; 6 dimension(s) had a gap within the two-four
point range; and 4 dimension(s) had a gap of more than four points; and 0 dimension(s) had a gap
beyond the 8 point range.
Another important consideration is to determine the degree to which these two sets of lines are
parallel. Does your line “track” with the faculty line? In other words, if the high points and low
points—the peaks and the valleys—are consistent, then the pattern of perceptions is similar.
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Rank Order Comparison:
The degree to which these two lines have the same patterns was determined by preparing the rank
order comparison table below. The table below provides important information concerning how well
your perceptions tracked that of the faculty. Each of the ten dimensions was ranked from high to low
based on the faculty’s composite scores, resulting in a 1 to 10 ranking. For example, the top score
for the faculty was a 28.01 on COH, so it received the number one rank, and the score of 23.34 on
OPE was the lowest score and was ranked as number 10. In case of one or more ties, the dimensions
will receive the same rank value. The sum for the two rankings must equal 55 points. The same
process was used for rank ordering and assigning values for your perceptions.
OH Dimensions
Goal Focus

Self
31.00

Rank
5.00

Composite
27.33

Rank
5.00

Communication Adequacy

30.00

7.50

26.80

7.00

Optimal Power Equalization

29.00

9.00

23.34

10.00

Resource Utilization

32.00

2.50

27.96

2.00

Cohesiveness

33.00

1.00

28.01

1.00

Morale

28.00

10.00

24.88

9.00

Innovativeness

31.00

5.00

27.50

4.00

Autonomy

30.00

7.50

26.65

8.00

Adaptation

32.00

2.50

26.95

6.00

Problem Solving Adequacy
Average OH Score

31.00
30.70

5.00

27.96
26.74

3.00

How well do these data reflect that you track the perceptions of the faculty?
To reinforce the perceptual gaps, the line graph as a visual image of the two perceptions, and the
rank order comparisons, a statistical analysis will be provided on the next page by using a Spearman
Rank Order Correlation.
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Rank Order Correlation:
The degree to which these two lines have the same pattern was determined by expanding the
previous table and providing a rank order statistical analysis. The Spearman Rank Order Correlation
is a statistical tool that was designed to determine how well two sets of values, such as the principal’s
and faculty’s perceptions correlate.
How well you track the pattern can be determined by examining the “Difference” in rank in the
third column and the difference “Squared” in the fourth column. For example, your ranking for
Goal Focus was a 5.00 and the faculty ranking was a 5.00 for a difference of 0.00. The difference
“Squared” was 0.00.
OH Dimensions
Goal Focus

Self
5.00

Composite
5.00

Difference
0.00

Squared
0.00

Communication Adequacy

7.50

7.00

0.50

0.25

Optimal Power Equalization

9.00

10.00

-1.00

1.00

Resource Utilization

2.50

2.00

0.50

0.25

Cohesiveness

1.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

Morale

10.00

9.00

1.00

1.00

Innovativeness

5.00

4.00

1.00

1.00

Autonomy

7.50

8.00

-0.50

0.25

Adaptation

2.50

6.00

-3.50

12.25

Problem Solving Adequacy
Sum of Difference Squared

5.00

3.00

2.00

4.00
20.00

The “Squared” column provides evidence of the degree to which these two lines are tracking. If you
have scores of 0, 1, 4, and 9 in the “Squared” column, your pattern is relatively close. However, if
you have scores greater than 25, it clearly suggests that you are not “seeing” the same pattern as the
faculty.
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The Composite Thirds
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The composite thirds: competing forces
Before disaggregating the faculty responses, consider the analogy of your role as principal to the role
of an airplane pilot. As shown in the figure below, the science of flight involves four forces—gravity,
lift, thrust, and drag—impact an airplane’s actions.

Two of the forces—lift and thrust—help an airplane go up and stay up in the air. The two other
forces—gravity and drag—work against an airplane going up and staying up. Gravity pulls a plane
down and works against lift which pulls it up. Drag slows a plane down and works against thrust,
which moves it forward. An airplane will fly if the forces of lift and thrust are greater than the forces
of gravity and drag. If the forces of gravity and drag are greater than the forces of lift and thrust, the
plane will not fly.
An airplane pilot is engaged in a constant “tug of war” with the flight facilitating forces of lift and
thrust and the flight restraining forces of gravity and drag. Likewise, as principal, you are in the
cockpit of your organization charged with the responsibility of keeping your staff off the ground
and moving forward to achieve high expectations. As you lead the implementation of your “flight
plan,” consider which individuals and teams in your school that consistently provide attitudes and
behaviors that are “lift” and “thrust” forces and those who typically provide the negative “gravity”
and “drag” forces. Hopefully, the following data will validate, clarify, and quantify your perceptions
relative to the dimensions of Organizational Health.
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The Composite Thirds Line Graph
This comparison is designed to show the perceptual differences among faculty members. The
data generation process is to scan, score, and create scores for each faculty member for each of
the ten dimensions and the composite Organizational Health score. Based upon the composite
Organizational Health raw score for each teacher, the scores are ranked from high to low. Next, the
top one-third, the middle third, and bottom one-third of the faculty are identified. Next, an average
score is computed for each dimension for the top, middle, and bottom one-thirds of the faculty.
These data as presented in the table below are color coded consistent with the colors in the Maturity
Continuum.
LEGEND
Top 1/3

GF
30.24

COM
32.55

OPE
28.62

RES
32.16

COH
30.82

MOR
30.56

INN
31.59

AUT
30.82

ADA
29.57

PSA
32.35

Middle 1/3

27.84

27.98

23.79

28.45

27.72

25.43

28.38

27.75

27.02

29.06

Bottom 1/3

23.91

19.87

17.58

23.27

25.48

18.63

22.55

21.39

24.24

22.48

These data are plotted in the line graph on the following page. We typically expect to see three sets of
somewhat parallel lines. As you examine the following line graph you are encouraged to make some
general observations about the middle group:
•

Is the middle line closer to the top or bottom group?

•

Is the pattern for the middle group more similar to the top or bottom group?

The answers to these questions will reveal whether the attitudes and behaviors of the top third are
providing lift and thrust for the middle third or whether the gravity and drag of the bottom third are
more influential.
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You can expect to see a significant range of scores on the vertical axis below. What do these raw
scores mean? For your convenience, response combinations are described below that can generate raw
scores ranging from 40 to 8:
Score

Response

40

All “Strongly Agree

36

Half “Strongly Agree” and half “Agree” responses

32

All “Agree” responses

28

Half “Agree” responses and half “Undecided” responses

24

All “Undecided” responses

20

Half “Undecided” responses and half “Disagree” responses

16

All “Disagree” responses

8

All “Strongly Disagree” responses

The following table has been prepared to assist you in examining the relationships between and
among these three groups of faculty for the dimensions of Health. The table shows the average raw
scores for the top, middle, and bottom thirds that were used for creating the line graph. These
numbers are color coded similar to the representative lines on the thirds line graph. The table also
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shows the difference between the scores for each dimension for the top group and the middle group
as well as the differences for the middle group and the bottom group. These differences provide the
basis for determining the “Lift” or “Drag” influence between and among these groups. These
differences are evident in the line graph but are described mathematically in order to show the “LiftDrag” potential for the top and bottom group.
The table below depicts both by color code and by numeric value the impact of the “lift” of the
top third and the “drag” of the bottom third. The last two rows in the table show a numerical “liftdrag” score. This “lift-drag” score shows whether the top one third or bottom one third is having the
greater impact upon the middle group. If the middle group is closer to the top group, then a positive
number will be computed and recorded in green “lift” category below. Conversely, if the middle
scores are closer to the bottom group, then a number will appear in the red “drag” row.
LEGENDS
Average of Top 1/3

GF
30.24

COM
32.55

OPE
28.62

RES
32.16

COH
30.82

MOR
30.56

INN
31.59

AUT
30.82

ADA
29.57

PSA
32.35

TOTAL
30.93

2.40

4.57

4.83

3.71

3.10

5.13

3.21

3.07

2.55

3.29

3.59

27.84

27.98

23.79

28.45

27.72

25.43

28.38

27.75

27.02

29.06

27.34

3.93

8.11

6.21

5.18

2.24

6.80

5.83

6.36

2.78

6.58

5.40

Bottom 1/3

23.91

19.87

17.58

23.27

25.48

18.63

22.55

21.39

24.24

22.48

21.94

Lift = D2 - D1

1.53

3.54

1.38

1.47

0.00

1.67

2.62

3.29

0.23

3.29

1.81

Drag = D2 - D1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Difference (“T”-”M”) = (D1)
Average of Middle 1/3
Difference (“M”-”B”) = (D2)

The “lift” or “drag” is determined by subtracting the differences between the middle group and the
top group represented by “D1” from the differences between the middle group and the bottom
group as represented by “D2.” Therefore, the formula for determining “Lift” or “Drag” is “Lift or
Drag = D2-D1.”
Based upon these data for your school, the middle third is feeling a “lift” from the top third on 9
dimension(s) and they are feeling a “drag” from the bottom third on 1 dimension(s).
Later in the report as you revisit these data for these three key groups within your faculty, you
will want to reflect on the impact of these Lift and Drag faculty forces on the overall Health and
productivity of your school.
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Self to Composite Thirds: Who are you hearing?
To answer this question it may be enlightening for you to examine the relationship between
your Self-Perception line graph scores and the thirds line graph to determine which third most
significantly influenced your perceptions. If the Principal to Faculty analysis indicated that your
perceptions were within the four point range of the faculty composite, the thirds line graph will
likely validate that your analysis is consistent with at least two thirds of the faculty. If however your
perceptions were beyond the four point range, the faculty thirds line graph may reveal that one
segment of the faculty has primarily influenced your perceptions.
For example, if your line most closely tracks with the top third, it likely indicates that your
involvement and interactions with your key faculty leaders are powerfully impacting your
perceptions. If, however, your line tracks more closely with the bottom third, it may be suggesting
that your perceptions are being primarily impacted by communications with the more negative
faculty members about their concerns.

Based on this graphic, are your perceptions more closely aligned with one of the faculty thirds? If so,
consider how your current systems and structures are contributing to that dynamic.
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Bar Graphs & Scatter Plots
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OVERVIEW OF 2019 PROFILE
Now, the raw scores from the faculty responses that were used in the prior line graphs have been
converted into percentile scores that will allow you to compare your school’s scores with those
of other similar schools in our national database. The statistical process for converting raw scores
to percentile scores is designed to standardize the scores so that schools can be compared to and
contrasted with similar schools. Our national database consists of several thousand sets of data for
similar units. As a result of the large databases for elementary schools, middle schools, junior high
schools, high schools, magnet schools, and alternative schools, we can confidently place schools on
the percentile continuum ranging from the 1st to the 99th percentile. Based upon our research over
the past four decades, we know that the percentile scores also provide valuable information for the
leader about the degree to which the critical mass of the faculty can function effectively.
It is possible that you may have been somewhat surprised by the variety and disparity of perceptions
in the previous line graphs. Likewise, the broader picture provided by the comparative national
data may also be enlightening. It is our belief that data is our friend. It may not always be what
we want to hear and know, but it is what we need to hear and know. Data indeed should become
“the breakfast of champions.” As was previously quoted from the McKenzie Report, “All the topperforming systems recognize that they cannot improve what they do not measure.” Therefore, the
old adage that “What you don’t know won’t hurt you” is the recipe for failure.
As our Sustained Systemic Success Model™ shows that our conceptual infrastructure is the foundation
for structures, systems, and decisions that result in sustainable success. One of those key conceptual
frameworks is the Readiness Continuum. Data provide insights into the levels of individual and team
functioning along this Dependent-Independent-Interdependent growth continuum. The percentile
scores in the data sheet ranging from:
•

the 1st to the 33rd percentile clearly indicate that members are functioning at the Dependent
level,

•

the 34th to the 66th percentile clearly indicate that members are comfortable functioning at the
Independent level, and

•

the 67th to the 99th percentile clearly indicate that members are willing and able to function at
the Interdependent level.

Later in this section you will see scatter plots that show the level of functioning along the Readiness
Continuum from Dependence to Independence and from Independence to Interdependence.
The data sheet provides the percentile scores and Readiness Continuum levels for each of the five
pairs of companion dimensions.
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OH Dimensions
Goal Focus

Percentile Score
6

Maturity Continuum
Dependent

Communication Adequacy

14

Dependent

Optimal Power Equalization

9

Dependent

Resource Utilization

11

Dependent

Cohesiveness

15

Dependent

Morale

14

Dependent

Innovativeness

7

Dependent

Autonomy

12

Dependent

Adaptation

7

Dependent

Problem Solving Adequacy
Average OH Score

30
12

Dependent

These data reveal that 0 of the ten dimensions of Organizational Health scored at the Interdependent
level, 0 at the Independent level, and 10 at the Dependent level. The three highest dimensions were
PSA, at the 30 percentile, COH at the 15 percentile, and MOR at the 14 percentile. The three
lowest dimensions were GF at the 6 percentile, INN at the 7 percentile, and ADA at the 7 percentile.
The bar graph below graphically depicts the relationships among the ten dimensions.
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The composite percentile bar graph on the preceding page was based on the perceptions of members
throughout your school. As you and other key leaders have fulfilled the leadership roles of planning,
organizing, influencing, and controlling within your “Fish-Bowl,” others have observed as decisions
were made and communicated. These collective perceptions are powerful and have been defined
in the literature in a variety of ways such as the culture, climate, ethos, or as we say, “organizational
health.”

These perceptions may not accurately reflect reality, but “their perceptions become their reality”. If
formal communications systems do not provide open, honest, two-way feedback, individuals will
form their perceptions from some composite of their own experiences and observations, input from
trusted friends, and informal conversations with colleagues. Such perceptions typically lead to
questions, questions to speculations, speculations to doubts, doubts to distrust, and distrust
precipitates additional questions, and the cycle reinforces itself. If adequate feedback systems are not
in place, the “grapevine” will be working overtime to transmit, amplify, and distort these perceptions.
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Therefore, our challenge as leaders is to accept and use the feedback to improve the effectiveness
of our school. This Individualized Report has been designed to help you gain new insights into the
internal dynamics of your school. As noted in an early portion of your notebook, you:
•

Should not take the data personally because it is a picture of your organization.

•

Should not try to “fix it before sundown.”

It is highly probable that some misperceptions and misunderstandings have had a negative impact
upon the overall organizational health of your campus -- especially within the bottom third. By
default, leaders have a set of beliefs and values they use while working in their “fish-bowl”; however,
those beliefs and values may not be known or visible to others. If members do not know what we
believe and value, they will make assumptions, which breed speculations and rumors.
Based on our research, we know that leaders can improve the overall organizational health and
effectiveness of schools by becoming more transparent about what they believe and value.
Leadership teams that incorporate our leadership principles and beliefs into the fabric of their
organizations will increase the level of transparency throughout their administrative units. Research
validates that transparent organizations with organic feedback systems do not spawn and nurture
rumors. The Leadership Star™ provides the conceptual infrastructure for the Sustained Systemic Success
Model™ that was introduced earlier in this report.

At the center of the Leadership Star™ is “mission” and “goals.” Leadership Belief 1 states: We believe
all decisions should be consistent with our mission and goals, should be data-based, should be anchored in
sound theory and practice, and should be focused on what is best for the short and long-term interests of all
students.
Leadership Belief 6 states: We believe that we have an obligation to build in quality control and quality
assurance strategies throughout the organization.
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Beliefs 1 and 6 are the “bookends” which provide the parameters and answers for the following
questions: Who should make what decisions? How should we empower others? How do we build
cohesive team? How do we grant freedom with responsibility? The answers to these questions are
explained in Leadership Beliefs 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively and are represented by the points of the
Leadership Star™ .
We encourage you to critically examine these six leadership principles and associated leadership
beliefs that have become known as best practices within educational and business organizations.
Hopefully, you will find that each of these will reinforce what you believe and value and that these
leadership concepts will provide the infrastructure for building a very positive and productive
teaching and learning environment. Making a commitment to applying these principles and beliefs
sends a clear message about how you plan to function in your “fish-bowl.” Encouraging team
members to provide open and honest feedback when they believe you are not being consistent in
applying these beliefs is invaluable.
The next sections are organized around these six leadership principles, associated beliefs, and the ten
dimensions of Organizational Health. These leadership principles and beliefs will provide a solid
foundation for helping you take your school to the next level and/or in maintaining a very healthy
and balanced profile.
Each of these scatter plots will provide a good visual that displays the two companion dimensions in
one of the following color zones:
•

Red - signifying high Dependence on Leaders ranging from the 1st to the 33rd percentile.

•

Yellow - indicating that individuals have the freedom to function Independently and that
leaders will need to be responsible for ensuring that these individual freedoms are not negatively
impacting other independent teams. These scores will range from the 34th to the 66th percentile.

•

Green - suggesting that systems are in place enabling individuals throughout the unit to function
Interdependently and work towards accomplishing the vision, mission, and goals of the school.
These scores will range from the 67th to the 99th percentile.

The scores on each of the two dimensions will be plotted on both the vertical and horizontal axes
of the scatter plots, so each symbol will naturally fall on the diagonal line. Key leadership concepts
will be displayed on the horizontal axis of these scatter plots ranging from high Dependence (Red)
on leaders to high Interdependence (Green). For example, for the dimensions of Goal Focus and
Adaptation, the levels of understanding and support will range from “unclear,” “clear,” accept,”
“support,” “internalization,” and “advocacy.”
Each of these scatter plots provides feedback concerning the degree to which faculty members
believe these leadership principles and beliefs are guiding the day-to-day operations of your school.
These leadership principles and beliefs can provide the infrastructure that you and key leaders use
as you plan, organize, influence, and control (quality assurance) to achieve the mission and goals
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of your school. These scatter plots are designed so you can see the relationships between these
two companion dimensions. The degree of alignment between these two dimensions will provide
you with some additional insights about the internal dynamics within your school. The same
two symbols will be used for all scatter plots with a legend showing the symbols and associated
dimension.
As you examine these scatter plots, please remember that the percentile score is based on the
composite score for your faculty. Depending upon the lift and drag, the middle third will be in
close alignment with the percentile scores. You can anticipate that the top and bottom thirds will
be at least one level higher and lower, respectively. As you reflect upon the key words displayed
on the horizontal axis, what can be done to help your entire faculty move at least one level higher
on these conceptual models? Please consider which of the four basic strategies for improving the
organizational health and effectiveness would be most important as a starting place.
•

Changing some of my leadership behaviors.

•

Changing structures or clearly communicating and modeling the infrastructures associated with
these six leadership principles and beliefs.

•

Explaining the “whys” behind the decisions we are making. If individuals do not know “why
we do, what we do,” they will come to their own conclusions. Unfortunately, their perceptions
and conclusions may be very different from the “truth” but their “conclusions” are what gets
transmitted through the “grapevine.”

•

Changing the behaviors of team members. Based on our research and experience, we know that
faculty members will be willing to change if they see evidence that their leaders are willing to
make leadership and/or structural changes. Therefore, in the following sections we will focus on
the three things that leaders can do to improve the overall organizational health and effectiveness
of their schools.

As implied from the bullets above, you are the one who is in the best position to make significant
changes in the culture of your school. We also know it is much easier to change your behaviors and
the behaviors of team members if you make some structural and infrastructural changes that are
visible. These visible changes create an opportunity for leaders and members to start anew.
As you reexamine LB1, 2, and 3, each of these clearly emphasize the importance of having
organizational structures and systems in place that are designed to help move individuals and teams
from dependence to independence and from independence to interdependence. This section is
designed to assist you and other key leaders in building the six leadership principles and beliefs into
the fabric of your school. After you have completed your Data Engagement Conference and your
Strategy Development Conference, we encourage you to share your summary with key leadership
teams as a data-based approach for taking your school to the next level.
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FINDING TRUE NORTH
PRINCIPLE: A principle-centered mission provides purpose and “true north” direction.
Based on this principle:
LEADERSHIP BELIEF 1: We believe all decisions should be consistent with our mission and goals,
should be data-based, should be anchored in sound theory and practice, and should be focused on
what is best for the short and long-term interests of all students.
You may have become the principal prior to learning about LB1above. If that is the case, you have
either already established, are establishing, or will establish parameters for making quality decisions.
These decision-making guidelines may be stated or unstated. If unstated, you can anticipate that the
“grapevine” will work overtime to “figure you out.”
A very practical way to be reflective about what you believe and value is to answer the following
question: What does it take to “get a yes” from me when an individual or team wants to deviate from
a current practice? These requests may range from a minor deviation on the operational side of the
organization to a major paradigm shift on the instructional side. If your responses to these requests
follow the parameters of LB1, you will establish a predictable, consistent pattern that will include key
phrases from LB1 such as: How does this request align with our goals? Do you have supporting data?
Is this considered to be a best practice? Is it good for all students? It is also true that if you provide
“yes” answers to significant departures from practice without asking these key questions, the faculty
may conclude that circumstances control your responses or that it is easy to get a “yes” from you and
therefore, almost anything goes.
For decades leadership authors have stated that one of the major responsibilities for leaders is to be
the “keeper” of the vision and mission. Without clear vision, mission, and goals, it is difficult, if not
impossible, for leaders and leadership teams to make quality decisions because they do not have a
“frame of reference” for making those decisions.
Regardless of whether you are a relatively new administrator at this school or you have served for
several years, we encourage you to critically examine and consider adopting Leadership Belief 1. We
believe it is very important because it helps frame what it takes to have quality decisions throughout
the school, and it is a functional derivative of the principle that “Mission and goals provide
purpose and ‘true north’ direction.” Furthermore, it provides the parameters for establishing
school-wide goals and for determining how members must adapt and change to accomplish those
goals.
Goal Focus measures the degree to which faculty members have clarity, acceptance, support,
internalization, and advocacy for school-wide goals and objectives.
Adaptation is that ability to tolerate stress and maintain stability while being responsive to the
demands of the external environment without compromising the focus on achieving the school-wide
goals and objectives.
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The scatter plot above shows the status of your school on these two dimensions and how it is
impacted by the degree to which the faculty believes you are principle centered and are using LB1 to:
•

Reinforce the mission, vision, and goals.

•

Ensure that all decisions are based on the parameters of LB1.

•

Be transparent about what you believe and value.

It should be helpful to reexamine the thirds graph and your self-perception to gain new insights
into the status of your school. Please remember that the middle third should be very similar to the
composite score and your top and bottom thirds will probably be at least one level higher and lower,
respectively.
These data also show the level of commitment for school-wide goals and the degree to which faculty
members are willing and able to make needed adaptations to achieve the goals. In districts across
the country, these two dimensions consistently have the highest correlation coefficients with student
performance. For teachers to own the goals and commit to making needed changes, they need to be
functioning at least at the Support level.
As you consider the dynamics behind the data, consider: What do I need to do to get greater
ownership and commitment for our school-wide goals and the changes necessary for accomplishing
these goals? Is it primarily leadership issues, structural and infrastructural issues, or explaining the
“whys” behind our decisions?
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CHOOSING TO BE GREAT
PRINCIPLE: Choices not circumstances control outcomes.
LEADERSHIP BELIEF 2: We believe all decisions should be made at the most appropriate level and
should be as close to the point of implementation as possible. The competency and commitment
of those involved will help determine the appropriate level.
These two dimensions are crucial because healthy organizations can solve problems efficiently and
effectively and can quickly clearly communicate those decisions to individuals impacted by the
decisions. The focus is on ensuring that systems are in place to effectively surface and solve problems
in such a way that they get solved and stay solved. The organizational structure and systems should
clearly communicate the roles and responsibilities of key leaders and leadership teams and should
make it easy for individuals, internal and external to the school, to know how to navigate the system.
Teachers can function best when structures and systems are in place so that they can
interdependently resolve problems, issues, and concerns quickly and close to the point of
implementation.When decisions are made within the context of LB1, they should be win/win for
students and all stakeholders. When teams function independently, administrators can serve as
mediators and facilitators to help individuals and teams achieve win/win decisions for all concerned.
Feedback from the faculty on these two dimensions is displayed on the scatter plot and shows
whether faculty members are functioning primarily in the “red zone” (Dependent), “yellow zone”
(Independent), or “green zone” (Interdependent).
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Problem Solving Adequacy is an organization’s ability to perceive problems and solve them with
minimal energy. The problems get solved, stay solved, and the problem-solving processes of the
organization are maintained and/or strengthened.
Communication Adequacy exists when information is relatively distortion free and travels vertically
and horizontally across the boundaries of an organization and when there is open and honest twoway communication throughout the system.
LB2 is a logical and practical extension of the principle that “Choices not circumstances control
outcomes.” People have the freedom to choose and are responsible for their choices, and their
choices rather than circumstances determine results. As the principal, you choose how you respond
to problems, issues, and concerns (circumstances).
This leadership belief encourages you to make decisions as close to the point of implementation
as possible, which implies that the roles and responsibilities for leaders and leadership teams have
been clearly established and communicated to all concerned. It also states that the competency and
commitment of those involved will help determine the appropriate level.
As you build the leadership capacity of individuals and teams throughout your school, we hope your
preference for and frequency of use for these decision-making strategies will be in the following
order: ambassador, delegator, facilitator, mediator, negotiator, and arbitrator. As the principal,
you are responsible for choosing the decision-making strategy that you believe will ensure quality
decisions within the context of LB1. Briefly stated, you should choose to:
•

Delegate decisions to individuals and/or teams when they have the competencies and
commitment to function independently as a team and interdependently with other independent
teams because you know they will make decisions within the boundaries of LB1.

•

Facilitate or mediate decision-making when members are competent but insecure or
uncommitted to make the decision without your support. These strategies are in the “yellow
zone” and with your assistance should result in win/win decisions for their teams and the school
as a whole.

•

Negotiate decisions when one or both parties lack the competence and skills to make decisions
that are best for the short and long term interest of those involved. Unfortunately, these decisions
may become win/lose, or lose/win for those involved.

•

Arbitrate decisions when the parties lack the requisite knowledge, skills, and motivation to make
a quality decision within the parameters of LB1. This is definitely a “red zone” strategy and
should be used as a last resort, not default mode; otherwise, this becomes a lose/lose strategy
long-term.

What should you do when you believe an individual or team has made a decision that is outside
the boundaries of LB1 and not defensible? To find a win/win solution, see pp. 40-41 in Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness.
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BEING TRUSTWORTHY, TRUSTING OTHERS
PRINCIPLE: Trust empowers others.
LEADERSHIP BELIEF 3: We believe our behavior should promote and encourage empowerment
throughout our organization. Empowerment should be highly individualized and be a function of
their development on the Dependent-Independent-Interdependent Continuum within the context
of Leadership Belief 1.
The principle associated with this Leadership Belief asserts, “Trust empowers others.” This
leadership belief links that principle with practice. It connects philosophy with action. It is consistent
both with Stephen Covey’s abundance rather than scarcity mentality and with Carol Dweck’s
“Growth Mindset” rather than a “Fixed Mindset.” Furthermore, it is also based on the belief that the
more power we share appropriately, the more power and influence we have.
Optimal Power Equalization is the ability to maintain a relatively equitable distribution of
influence between leaders and team members.
Morale is that state in which a person, group, or organization has feelings of well-being, satisfaction,
and pleasure. Morale is the most elusive of the ten dimensions and is a by-product of and is deeply
impacted by the degree to which faculty members feel trusted and valued by their leaders.
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Our research clearly shows that the teaching learning environment will be at its best when structures
and systems are in place and where competent and committed teachers and teams have been
empowered to function interdependently (green zone) within the context of LB1. When teams
function independently (yellow zone), they want and expect administrators to use Information and
Expert Power to assist them in making quality decisions.
The scatter plot shows the status of your school on these two companion dimensions. Our research
clearly shows that if you share “too much” power, you will lose quality and that if you share “too
little” power, you will lose commitment! This important balance can be best described as the “art and
science” of leadership. This balance will also be impacted by the organizational structures and the
degree to which adequate systems are in place for growing and empowering individuals and teams
throughout the school.
Based on the data, do you think faculty members view existing structures as a way for administrators
to provide “freedom within boundaries” or as “a way to control people”? A quick look at the thirds
data may also be very insightful because these three groups could have very different perspectives.
•

What can you do to reinforce the perspective from those individuals and teams who believe that
existing structures were designed to provide “freedom within boundaries”?

•

What can you do to convey a different message to those who believe existing structures were
designed to control rather than to develop them?

LB3 was designed to help leaders send a very clear message to all members that “We believe our
behavior should promote and encourage empowerment throughout our school.” Furthermore,
empowerment should be highly individualized and a function of their development on the
Dependent-Independent-Interdependent continuum within the context of LB1. Over time, our
preferences and frequency of use of these power tools should be in the following order: Legacy,
Referent, Expert, Information, Reward, Connective, and Coercive.
Implied within this statement is that as leaders, we should choose to use higher level power tools
and only move to lower level ones when it is clear that we have accurately diagnosed the readiness
levels of members or teams. The Growth Through Empowerment ModelTM on page 46 in Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness reinforces the Decision-Making model and depicts the choice for which
“power tool” will be the most growth producing.
As you reflect upon these data, please be thinking about ways to move these two dimensions to
higher levels? Is it primarily leadership issues, structural and infrastructural issues, or just needing
to do more explaining of the “whys” behind decisions? As a leader: Do I model an Abundance
or Scarcity mentality? Do I model a Growth or Fixed mindset? Am I viewed as a Controller or
Developer of people?
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BECOMING WHOLLY INTERDEPENDENT
PRINCIPLE: The whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
LEADERSHIP BELIEF 4: We believe we have an obligation to establish and maintain cohesive
interdependent teams that have a high commitment to the organization’s mission and goals.
Our research has consistently and clearly demonstrated that the level of teamwork within a school
has a direct and powerful impact on student performance and therefore validates the principle
that “The whole is greater than the sum of the parts.” Therefore, leaders need to help establish
and maintain a trusting environment and internal structures and systems that make it possible for
individuals and teams to function effectively. In his book, Good to Great, Jim Collins popularized
the question: “Do we have the right people in the right seats on this bus”? Having the right people
in the right positions throughout the school requires a systems perspective and makes it possible for
building cohesive interdependent teams.
Cohesiveness is the state when persons, groups, or organizations have a clear sense of identity.
Members feel attracted to membership in the organization. They want to stay in it, be influenced by
it, and exert their own influence within it.
Resource Utilization is the ability to coordinate and maintain inputs, particularly personnel,
effectively with a minimal sense of strain.
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Implicit within the definition of Resource Utilization is the prerequisite that leaders know,
understand, appreciate, and value the talent of individuals and that these talents are viewed as
resources that can and will be used to help improve the overall effectiveness of the school. Improved
performance and productivity are logical expectations for optimal resource utilization.
Schools that have teams that are functioning interdependently have systems in place so that teams
throughout the school can function efficiently and effectively. Teachers in Stage 6 are willing to hold
themselves and others accountable for results. Schools where a majority of members are functioning
independently are much more effective than their counterparts that are functioning dependently.
As stated in the expanded version of LB4 on page 66 of Enhancing Leadership Effectivenss, we believe
highly effective teams will assume leadership responsibility for identifying, achieving, and monitoring
the highest standards of performance consistent with student and other stakeholder needs by
capitalizing on the strengths and diversity of team members and other interdependent teams. We
also know it takes time to get all teams functioning at Stages 5 and 6. Therefore, leaders need to be
sensitive to the Stages of Team Development and to provide what is needed to move individuals and
teams to higher levels.
The scatter plot provides a realistic picture about how well teams throughout the school are
functioning. Depending upon the lift and drag, your composite score will be in close alignment
with the middle third. The top and bottom third will probably be at least one level higher and lower
than the middle third, respectively. As you examine the thirds graph, you can anticipate that a few
individuals and/or teams may be functioning in Stages 1 and 2 (red zone).
•

In Stage 1, (Testing), leaders should design strategies that provide a safe, secure environment for
team members.

•

In Stage 2, (Infighting), leaders should help members view differences of opinion and
disagreements as natural and healthy and to help them work through these differences.
Approaching these differences from a win/win perspective rather than win/lose is imperative.
These differences of opinions create opportunities for releasing the synergy within groups. This
synergy should promote cooperation rather than competitiveness and should help propel the
group into Stage 3.

•

In Stage 3, (Getting Organized as a Team), leaders should use a collaborative leadership style and
help the group focus its energies on confronting issues rather than individuals, on establishing
procedures for improving existing conditions, and providing opportunities for team members to
gain new knowledge and skills.

•

In Stages 4, 5, and 6 leaders are helping teams grow from Mature Independent Teams (Stage 4)
to Getting Organized as Interdependent Teams (Stage 5) to becoming Mature Interdependent
Teams (Stage 6). Leaders are providing the support and empowerment to help teams move from
a focus on their grade level or their department to a system focus. (See pages 63-65 in Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness to examine specific ways to move individuals and teams to higher levels.)
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TAKING OWNERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITY
PRINCIPLE: Effective relationships require mutual benefits.
LEADERSHIP BELIEF 5: We believe our behavior should promote and encourage professional
autonomy and independence for individuals and teams throughout the school and within the
parameters of Leadership Belief 1. We believe that autonomy should be highly individualized and
should be a function of their readiness levels.
The focus of LB5 is on creating a trusting environment that encourages and promotes freedom and
responsibility for individuals throughout the school and builds upon the principle that “Effective
relationships require mutual benefits.” Our research has consistently and clearly demonstrated
that when individuals choose to accept responsibility for the school mission and goals and work
interdependently with other individuals and teams, it has a direct and powerful impact on student
performance.
Teachers can be at their best when structures and systems are in place so that they can function
interdependently (green zone). They can function at this level because they have taken ownership
and responsibility for results within their sphere of influence.
When teams are functioning independently (yellow zone), the Moving from Accountability to
Responsibility ModelTM on page 70 shows that leaders are striving to get growth by coordinating the
efforts of team members. This growth mindset should help move individuals and teams into the
Interdependent zone.
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These two companion dimensions provide feedback about the degree to which you and other leaders
are viewed as operating within this important leadership principle and leadership belief.
Autonomy is that state in which a person, group, or organization has the freedom to fulfill their roles
and responsibilities without too much supervision.
Innovativeness is that ability to be and allow others to be inventive, diverse, creative, and risk
taking.
The first two sentences of LB5 are about leaders promoting and encouraging individuals to accept
professional autonomy within the parameters of LB1. The expanded version below highlights
the mutual benefits and responsibility that team members accept when functioning at the
Interdependent level. “Individuals who have gained autonomy have an obligation to balance the concepts
of independence and interdependence. When an independent decision has an impact upon another subunit within the organization or the unit as a whole, individuals should think “interdependence” rather
than independence.”
The leadership challenges are:
•

Helping individuals move from feeling accountable to becoming responsible.

•

Balancing the needs and rights of individuals with the needs of the group.

•

Knowing when to intervene and when not to intervene to help individuals move to higher levels
on the Dependent-Independent-Interdependent Continuum.

It may seem counter-intuitive, but structures have the potential for increasing freedom and
autonomy because structures help clarify roles, responsibilities, and expectations. Structures and
systems also help establish the boundaries within which individuals can function. For example,
when boundaries are not clear or not known, individuals have at least two basic choices: some will
seek permission to be sure that they are operating within the boundaries, while others will make
decisions outside the boundaries either from ignorance or indifference.
Understanding the “whys” behind existing structures and potential structural changes are imperative
because those structures and changes could be interpreted as strategies for controlling or strategies for
granting autonomy within boundaries. Please reexamine the thirds graph and your self-perception
to gain insights regarding the degree to which individuals are viewing structures as controlling or
freeing.
Points to Ponder:
•

Am I modeling a growth mindset?

•

Am I perceived as a developer or controller of people?

•

Do I use structures to control or to grant more freedom through boundaries and parameters?
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BUILDING CAPACITY
PRINCIPLE: Quality production requires continual development of human resources and
the alignment of support systems.:
LEADERSHIP BELIEF 6: We believe that we have an obligation to build in quality control and
quality assurance strategies throughout the organization. Building feedback loops into the system
will assist leaders in aligning mission, structures, systems, and strategies to ensure quality control
and assurance throughout the organization.
Leadership Belief 6 focuses on quality control and quality assurance and therefore takes into
account all 10 dimensions of Organizational Health. This Leadership Belief is built on the following
Principle: “Quality production requires continual development of human resources and the
alignment of associated support systems.” Since seventy-five to eighty-five percent of the operating
budget for most public school systems is personnel cost, it is vitally important that these internal
support systems are in alignment so that individuals and teams can work efficiently and effectively.
The key word in LB6 is “alignment.” Think about a car rolling off the assembly line – all systems are
(or should be) aligned. In that condition, it is in top form and ready for peak performance. Normal
wear and tear can affect a car’s alignment, so wise owners take care to monitor and maintain this
essential status of a car’s well-being. The same is true with organizations. Over the natural course of
doing the daily work of fulfilling our mission, leaders must monitor and maintain alignment of the
organization’s essential elements.
Briefly stated, it is our assertion that goals are met and student performance soars when the right
mission is fulfilled with the right people working through the right structures with the right processes
using the right information to make the right decisions followed by the right consequences. If
one or more of these seven elements is not in alignment, it will have a negative impact upon the
effectiveness of the unit. For example, if the decision-making structures and processes are inadequate
and not based on “best practices,” it will negatively impact the quality of decisions and appropriate
consequences.
Alignment begins with each member’s commitment to achieve the mission and goals of the
organization. This primary alignment of individuals with the “true north” of the organization
provides the direction and motivation for mission accomplishment. The secondary alignment of
supporting structures and systems creates the environment that fosters and facilitates synergistic,
interdependent efforts.
As was previously stated, Leadership Beliefs 1 and 6 as the “bookends.” They provide the conceptual
and practical pillars for the support and cohesion of the other four Leadership Beliefs. Making
decisions at the most appropriate level, empowering others, building cohesive teams, and granting
autonomy to others are highly dependent upon a commitment to the mission and goals (LB1) and
having systems in place for quality control and quality assurance (LB6).
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THE “BIG THREE” DIMENSIONS
Based upon our research data, we know all ten dimensions are important and frequently all
dimensions correlate with student performance at a statistically significant level. Our research based
Sustained Systemic Success Model™ places a higher value on Goal Focus, Adaptation, and Cohesiveness
because these dimensions have consistently had the highest correlation coefficients. These three
dimensions are the pillars for Rigor, Relevance, and Relationships - the 3Rs of the 21st Century. The
following brief statements communicate why these three dimensions are so vital.
•

Schools will be more productive when principals have “built in systems” that help faculty
members have clarity, acceptance, support, internalization and advocacy of school-wide goals
and objectives (Goal Focus). Schools with high levels of support and advocacy also have
systems in place so that faculty members have opportunities to critically examine data, to
have healthy professional debates, and to be involved in establish realistic short and longrange goals and objectives. LB1 provides the framework and parameters for these important
conversations.

•

When principals and other key leaders demonstrate that they value, promote, and expect
team work throughout the school, it has a powerful impact on performance. They have
systems in place to help horizontal and vertical teams progress naturally through the six stages
of Team Development (Cohesiveness). Teams in Stage 6 analyze causes for gaps, identify
discrepancies, predict future trends, plan proactively, hold themselves and others accountable,
and work collaboratively with other interdependent teams. LB4 provides the infrastructure
for moving individuals and teams through these stages of growth and development.

•

When performance doesn’t match the expectation, the natural response of cohesive, goal
focused teams is to adapt. The adaptation will be based upon a critical analysis of existing
data, a reexamination of current strategies, and the development of proactive strategies
for achieving the desired results. Principals and other key leaders play pivotal roles in this
important process, especially during the early stages of adaptation. LB1 also provides the
framework and parameters for these important conversations about adapting and changes to
meet the needs of students (Adaptation).

Each of the following sections have been designed as stand-alone sections, so when the time is right,
you can copy and use them in leadership team meetings.
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Goal Focus
Goal Focus is the ability of persons, groups, or organizations to have Clarity, Acceptance, Support,
Internalization, and Advocacy of goals. Implicit within this definition is the realization that
individual members have varying levels of Goal Focus.
On the Leadership StarTM, the mission and goals are at the center, the heart, the core of a healthy
organization - the basis for its unity, its efficiency of operation, and its effectiveness in carrying out
its purposes. As Leadership Belief 1 below asserts, the goals of our organization should provide the
framework for all decisions and actions:
All of our decisions should be consistent with the mission and goals of the organization, should
be data based, should be anchored in sound theory and practice, and should be what is best for
the short and long term interests of all students.
When we use the mission and goals of our organization as the parameters for decision-making, it
demonstrates to our team members that the mission and goals are not just documents but are the
heartbeat that gives life to our decisions and dialogue.

Levels of Goal Focus

ADVOCACY

INTERNALIZATION

SUPPORT

ACCEPTANCE

CLARITY

UNCLEAR

The levels of Goal Focus can range on a continuum from “Unclear” to “Advocacy.” It is important to
understand the conceptual framework for Goal Focus and to be able to determine the level of
commitment to organizational goals. The conceptual model for Goal Focus depicts the levels of
commitment to goals that organizational members exhibit.
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Level

Description

UNCLEAR

When individuals are unclear about expectations, they may be either overtly or covertly in opposition to organizational goals,
or they may simply need clarity about expectations. Whatever the impetus is for lack of clarity, they can be expected to say
such things as:
“I have difficulty in seeing . . .”
“I don’t know which priorities are important because of mixed messages.”
“I wish they would make up their minds and just tell us what to do.”

CLARITY

At this level, individuals are clear about organizational goals but do not buy into them for any number of possible reasons.
Their perception is that some external “they” is the source of the goal. So, they may say something like:
“I know what the he/she expects of me, but . . . that’s not what I think I should be doing.”
“That goal is clear, but . . . it is so unrealistic he/she has to be kidding!”
“She/he said we had input on the decision, but . . . she/he sure didn’t hear my suggestion.”

ACCEPTANCE

At the Acceptance level, members are clear about the expectations, and they understand the “whys,” and have been convinced
that it is important, but they do not have ownership of the goals. They may say something like:
“Yes, I know what they expect, and I understand why they are pushing that goal, and it makes sense, but . . . I need help with . . .”
“I understand why these standards are required, but . . . we are going to need help because . . .”

SUPPORT

At the Support level, one can anticipate that members have been involved in helping formulate the goals. Therefore, they are
clear about what is expected; they accept it; they agree that it is valid and that they should be doing it. At this level, there are
no “but’s.” Therefore, they may say something like:
“Yes our team knows what the state standards are, and we understand why the state has adopted them, and we believe that they
are valid expectations for our students.”
“We believe it is important because . . .” or “It was a consensus from our group . . .”
Consequently, at the Support level we can expect that team members will refer to goals as “our goals” and to say “We believe .”

INTERNALIZATION

This level of commitment is a critical benchmark for who owns the goals. The perception for ownership for the levels below
Internalization is that the impetus for ownership is an external “they.” When externally imposed goals become internalized,
ownership is personal, and the conversation becomes something like:
“You know, I have integrated those external expectations into what I want my students to know and be able to do; it’s just as a
natural part of what I do.”
“It has just become a part of me.”

ADVOCACY

When team members are at the Advocacy level, they have not only personalized their commitment but are also encouraging
and promoting goal focused behaviors from their colleagues. Consequently, they will say something like:
“Let’s dedicate ourselves to aligning our student expectations and assessment strategies both horizontally and vertically.”
“We need to assume responsibility to ensure that all members are willing and able to . . .”
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Status of Goal Focus
The purpose for the following scatter plot is to provide a visual representation of the status of Goal
Focus for the critical mass of your staff. As you further analyze the thirds line graph, you may
discover that there is a wide range of goal commitment among segments of your staff.

The “diamond” symbol on the scatter plot places the critical mass of your faculty at the unclear level
of Goal Focus. However, based upon the thirds line graph, you can readily see that there are
segments of your faculty who are functioning at various stages of Goal Focus. The middle third are
functioning primarily at the unclear level, and the top and bottom thirds are probably functioning at
least one step above and below this level.
The following descriptors of these levels of Goal Focus will provide you with insights into potential
ways to move to higher levels of Goal Focus by changing one or a combination of the following:
1. Leader behaviors.
2. Team member behaviors.
3. Structures.
4. The understanding of the “whys” behind decisions.
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•

With Goal Focus scores below the 33rd percentile, the critical mass of the members are either
Unclear or have only Clarity of the goals and are functioning at the Dependent level, which is
also described as being in the “Red Zone.” Members are therefore sending messages that they
are not clear about expectations or that they have neither the skills nor the desire to accomplish
the requirement. Because they are responding as previously described, they can be expected
to respond to the direction and guidance from leaders by choosing to give minimal effort,
just enough for compliance but not enough for quality. In other words, they will comply
with the “letter” of the law but not the “spirit” of the law. Therefore, leaders must assume the
responsibility for ensuring that their efforts are focused on achieving the goals.

•

With Goal Focus scores between the 34th and 66th percentiles, members are at the Acceptance
or Support level of commitment and can function Independently or in the “Yellow Zone.” At
the Acceptance level they will refer to the goals as the leader’s or district’s goals. At this level they
are clear about expectations and accept the “why” behind the goals. They have a “want to” but
do not know “how to,” so they tend to choose to willingly comply with direction and guidance
from leaders. However, the quality of the product is limited by what leaders are able to help them
to do. At the Support level they view the goals as logical, reasonable, and valid requirements.
Furthermore when referencing the goals, their language changes to “our goals” and “We believe.”
At this level they tend to choose to collaborate with leaders and team members in response to
the expectations that goals will guide their behavior. However, the quality of their efforts is
limited by the quality of the interactions with leaders and peers and the extent to which they are
willing to be influenced by formal and informal leaders and to work within existing systems and
structures.

•

With Goal Focus scores between the 67th and 99th percentile, members are at the
Internalization and Advocacy levels and can function Interdependently in the “Green Zone.”
At the Internalization level, members have ownership of the goals because the goals are in
alignment with their beliefs, values, and expectations. At the Advocacy level members will
choose to promote anticipated results from goal accomplishment with both internal and external
constituents. Advocacy for a purpose will trigger passion to realize that purpose. Members
become organizational ambassadors - cheerleaders - for collaborative efforts to achieve and
surpass quality benchmarks.
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Cohesiveness
As Leadership Belief 4 below states, healthy organizations have structures and systems that provide
for goal-focused independent and interdependent team collaboration at all levels.
We believe we have an obligation to establish and maintain cohesive interdependent teams that
have a high commitment to the organization’s mission and goals.
Official leaders play a pivotal role in helping members establish and sustain high levels of
collaboration consistent with the definition for Cohesiveness:
Cohesiveness is the state when individuals, groups, or organizations have a clear sense of
identity. Members feel attracted to membership in an organization. They want to stay with it, be
influenced by it, and exert their own influence in it.
The Stages of Team Development ModelTM below identifies the natural stages of team development.
Teams throughout the organization will function primarily in one of these six stages. This model
categorizes teams along the Dependent, Independent, Interdependent continuum and provides a
conceptual framework for understanding the behaviors of individuals and teams and the role of
leaders in the team development process.

STAGES OF TEAM DEVELOPMENT
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Stages of
Development
STAGE 1
Testing or
Playing It Safe

Description
At this stage individuals are fearful and do not trust or believe that their views will be understood and valued they are going to
just “play it safe.” Regardless of why they hold these views, we know that when those outside their comfort ask questions or try
to engage in meaningful conversations, you can expect for them to “pivot” and say:
“I am not sure, what do you suggest”?
“Great question, what you think. . . ”?
“Sure, that makes sense, I can do that . . .” (They will “go along” just to “get along” because they need this job.)
They will say to one of their confidant, “I am going back to my room, close my door, teach my class – I do not care what else
happens!”

STAGE 2
Infighting

At this stage individuals want to be heard because they are dissatisfied with the way “the system” is working! They want to
express their views and will join forces with those they think have similar views. You can expect to hear them say things like:
“We just need to go to him and say, what you are doing is just not acceptable because . . . “
“Well that certainly was not what he told me”!
“I think we need to go and tell the principal so he can take care of it”!

STAGE 3
Getting Organized
as a Team

At this stage individuals are now focusing on what is best for their team and are searching for win/win rather than win/lose
strategies. You can expect to hear things like:
“Do we need to establish some new guidelines or procedures”?
“What would it take for us to achieve a win/win solution”? ”

STAGE 4
Mature Closeness
as a Team

At this Stage members have a very high level of trust and members can share divergent ideas and concerns openly. If an
outside person observed this group at work, it would be difficult to determine the official leader because leadership is truly
shared. You can expect team members to say:
“How are we going to coordinate . . . . ”?
“Why don’t we . . . . ”?
“Yes, I will be glad to take the lead on that project and will . . . .”

STAGE 5
Getting Organized
as Interdependent
Teams

In Stage 5, most of these team leaders have experienced the synergy associated with mature closeness within their teams and
will have a desire for wholeness and interdependence within this school-wide leadership team. At times this team may revert
back to infighting within this new group; however, you can expect the principal or others to reframe the conversations by
saying such things as:
“Let’s reexamine our data and lets . . . .”
“How can we make this a win/win solution for all of our stakeholders”?

STAGE 6
Mature Closeness
as a Total System

At this stage of development, school-wide teams have developed mature closeness and are focusing their energies on
helping the entire school achieve its vision, mission and goals. Individuals are willing and able to hold themselves and others
accountable for results. You can expect to hear members say:
“Are there some future trends that we should be investigating”?
“How can we proactively address . . .”?
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Status of Cohesiveness
The scatter plot provides a visual representation of the stage of team development for the critical mass
of your staff. Since six of the eight questions are about team member to team member relationships,
the composite percentile score for Cohesiveness provides feedback concerning the typical levels of
trust and support that exist within and among members and teams for your unit.

Based upon these data, as the “diamond” symbol in the scatter plot shows, the critical mass of your
staff is in Stage 1 in the Stages of Team Development ModelTM continuum. However, as previously
shown in the thirds graph, there is a wide range of scores within your faculty; therefore, it is highly
probable that you will have some teams functioning at higher and lower levels.
•

When Cohesiveness scores are below the 33rd percentile, members are sending messages that
most of them and their teams are functioning in Stages 1 and 2 or in the “Red Zone.” At these
levels, members are Dependent on formal leaders because they are unwilling and unable to work
through problems and concerns in a positive and proactive manner. Individuals and teams in
Stage 1 are in a survival mode and are going to “Play it Safe.” Therefore, they avoid controversial
issues, have safe and confidential conversations, and will tell you what “they think you want to
hear.” Individuals will stay in Stage 1 as long as they believe it is not safe to give open and honest
feedback to their leaders. Therefore, leaders need to provide security and safety nets to help them
move to higher levels.
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In Stage 2, members are no longer willing to “just go along” to “get along” with some team
members. As described in the Stages of Team Development ModelTM, members of these teams are
likely to be confrontational with each other over divisive issues, will “tattle” to their leaders, and
expect their leaders to go fix others. Leaders can get trapped in the “Red Zone” by fixing these
problems in a one-on-one manner because members have become dependent on the leader. To
avoid this trap, the leader needs to serve as a mediator and seek win/win solutions that will help
propel the team into Stage 3.
•

With Cohesiveness scores between the 34th and 66th percentiles, members are sending a message
that most of them and their teams are functioning Independently in Stages 3 or 4. In Stage 3,
“Getting Organized as a Team,” team members are willing to work through team problems and
concerns collaboratively with their leaders in a positive and proactive manner. These teams have
moved from Dependence to Independence and are therefore willing to confront issues rather
than each other and to work for win/win strategies to accomplish unit goals. Leaders may need
to help them formulate norms and guidelines and to provide growth opportunities for them as
a team. Leaders may also need to serve as facilitators when these independent teams are having
issues with individuals beyond their own team.
In Stage 4, members are willing and able to work through problems and concerns in a positive
and proactive manner. As described in the Stages of Team Development ModelTM, these teams are
open, honest, and resourceful in identifying and resolving challenges to achieving unit goals.
Because their primary focus is on “what is good for their team,” independent Stage 4 teams
may be working at cross purposes with other teams. Therefore, leaders will need to serve as a
coordinator or orchestrator of teams at this level to ensure that goals are being achieved.

•

When Cohesiveness scores are between the 67th and 99th percentile, individuals and teams
can function Interdependently in the “Green Zone.” In stage Stage 5 or “Getting Organized
as a System,” individuals and teams are willing to work through organizational problems and
concerns collaboratively with other such teams in a positive and proactive manner. These teams
have moved from Independence to Interdependence and are therefore willing to think and act
interdependently with a system focus. In addition to the Stage 5 descriptors listed in the model,
leaders will need to ensure that structures and systems are in place that allow and support
interdependent work.
In Stage 6 “Mature Closeness as a System,” individuals and teams are willing to: plan proactively,
predict future trends, identify discrepancies, analyze causes for gaps, work collaboratively with
other interdependent teams and hold themselves and others accountable for their commitments
and for achieving system goals.

LB4 and the Stages of Team Development ModelTM provide the infrastructre and the “road map” for
helping teams function at the highest level possible.
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Dependence
Adaptation
A commitment to Leadership Belief 1 below will provide the conceptual infrastructure for behavioral
and structural “best practices” necessary to respond appropriately and proactively to a constantly
changing environment:
All of our decisions should be consistent with the mission and goals of the organization, should
be data based, should be anchored in sound theory and practice, and should be what is best for
the short and long term interests of all students.
Adaptation measures the degree to which staff members are adapting to meet the external demands
for change and to do so without compromising their personal and organizational values. Adaptation
is impacted by the degree to which members are competent, committed, willing, and confident to
make the needed changes.
These external demands can be initiated by policy makers at the federal, state, or local levels.
Furthermore, top level organizational personnel who are responsible for achieving system-wide goals
and initiatives are instrumental in implementing changes designed to meet those goals. Influential
vendors and parents may also be agents in stimulating the unit to adapt and to change

Levels of Adaptation

ADVOCACY

INTERNALIZATION

SUPPORT

ACCEPTANCE

CLARITY

UNCLEAR

Similar to the conceptual framework for Goal Focus, the feedback from your unit will identify the
level of commitment to change for the critical mass of your staff. As the following matrix depicts,
these levels can range from Unclear to Advocacy.
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Interdependence
Level

Description

UNCLEAR or
MIXED MESSAGES

When individuals are unclear about what their leader is expecting, it is understandable that members are in a “holding
pattern” because it would be a waste of time to move forward and have to change course later. You can expect members to
say such things as:
“I just do not know what “they expect” because . . .”
“I don’t think our principal and central office have the same game plan because. . . ”

CLARITY

At this level, individuals are getting clear messages about the needed changes but members are not buying into these needed
changes for a number of possible reasons. Their perceptions are that “they” are making us do it! So you can be expected to
statements such as:
“I do not think our principal is committed to these changes because he keeps saying that the district expects us to . . .”
“They tried to get us to do that five years ago! It did not work then and . . .”
“I know what they want but . . . it is unrealistic, these kids just can’t . . .”

ACCEPTANCE

At this level, members are clear about the expectations, they understand and agree with the “whys” behind these needed
changes but they do not have ownership for these changes. You can expect to hear them say something like:
“These recommended changes make sense but . . . I need help with . . .”
“I would like to . . . but am not sure I know how to . . .”

SUPPORT

At the Support level we can anticipate that members have been involved in examining data and exploring best practices for
making needed improvements. Therefore, they have clarity, acceptance and support of for these needed changes. We can
expect to hear them say things like:
“Yes, we have explored several options and believe . . . “
“Our team has made a commitment to . . . because we believe . . .”

INTERNALIZATION

This level of commitment is one step above support because members now have internalized these needed changes. These
changes may have been initiated by those external to the team but ownership has become personalized and you can expect to
hear members say:
“That was the right thing to do because our students needed . . . “
“Our natural next step will be to . . .”

ADVOCACY

At the Advocacy level, individuals are willing and able to hold themselves and others accountable for making the needed
adaptations and for improved results. Therefore, you can expect to hear them say:
“Wow, you great some great results, may I observe one of your sessions”?
“At our next meeting, let’s explore ways to . . .”
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Dependence
The conceptual model for Adaptation also graphically describes the leadership pathway for growth
from Dependence to Independence to Interdependence while responding to the external change
demands. This diagnostic-prescriptive leadership framework helps leaders determine when they
should Direct, Guide, Participate, Support, Delegate, and Empower individuals and teams.
Additionally, the Change Cycle ModelTM incorporates the conceptual frameworks for Goal Focus,
Decision-Making, and Empowerment.

CHANGE CYCLE

TM

LEADERS

LEADERS

LEADERS

LEADERS

LEADERS

LEADERS

Direct

Coach

Participate

Support

Delegate

Empower

When the
diagnosis is:

When the
diagnosis is:

When the
diagnosis is:

When the
diagnosis is:

When the
diagnosis is:

When the
diagnosis is:

- Competent
- Committed
- Willing
- Confident

- Competent
+ Committed
+ Willing
- Confident

+ Competent
+2 Committed
- Willing
- Confident

+2 Competent
+3 Committed
+2 Willing
- Confident

+3 Competent
+4 Committed
+3 Willing
+ Confident
+Interdependent
Unit Level

+4 Competent
+5 Committed
+4 Willing
+2 Confident
+Interdependent
System Level

UNCLEAR

CLARITY

ACCEPTANCE

SUPPORT

INTERNALIZE

ADVOCACY

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

STAGE 6

Arbitrator

Negotiator

Mediator

Facilitator

Delegator

Ambassador

Information

Expert

Referent

Legacy

Coercive Connective Reward
Power Over

Power With

Power Beyond

Position Power

Personal Power

Principle-Centered Power

Dependent-Reactive

Independent-Proactive

Interdependent-Proactive
www.OrganizationalHealth.com

The level of commitment to the “what” (Goal Focus) is a primary predictor for the level of team
member commitment to the “how” (Adaptation). Depending upon the change effort, you may have
individuals and teams functioning at each of these six different levels as reflected in your thirds
graphs.
Leaders are in a position to impact the individual and team attitudes toward organizational change.
Organizational change will either be “reactive and directive” or “proactive and participative”
depending upon the leader’s perception of the need for change and diagnosis of team members’
competence, commitment, willingness, and confidence to change.
Information on the following page is designed to help you and other leaders gain greater insights into
the degree to which individuals are willing and able to adapt and change.
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Interdependence
Level

Description

UNCLEAR

Individuals and teams at this lowest level are in a “holding pattern” because they are getting either “grapevine,” garbled or
mixed messages about what changes are expected by their leader(s). These messages may be coming from individuals within
and/or external to the unit. At the school level, faculty members may be hearing one thing from their principal, but central
office support personnel may be sending different messages. Consequently, in order to implement the change expectations,
the leader will need to clearly communicate and take ownership for school and district-wide initiatives and to use whatever
strategies are necessary to achieve the desired results

CLARITY

At this level of Adaptation, individuals and teams are clear about “what” changes are expected but lack the knowledge and
skills necessary to accomplish the task effectively. When team members “want to” but do not know “how to,” they can be
expected to respond positively to the decisions, direction, and guidance from their leader as a coach. Their behaviors indicate a
willingness to learn and follow directions.

ACCEPTANCE

Individuals and teams at this level are clear about what is expected and why it is being imposed, and they have task-relevant
knowledge and skills; however, they lack the motivation and confidence to initiate appropriate responses. When leaders use
a participatory style to assist team members at this level in making the needed changes, this collaborative approach will
increase their willingness and confidence in making the needed changes. They need to see that their competencies are needed
and valued by the leader and their peers

SUPPORT

When team members are at the Support level, they can appropriately interpret situations in the external environment as
signals for needed change. Leaders have helped the group understand the rationale and the parameters for the external need
for change and have involved them in designing how the organization will accommodate the needed change. These supportive
leadership strategies helped members make the connection between successful adaptation and successful organizational goal
achievement..

INTERNALIZATION

At this level of Adaptation, members assume ownership of the need for change and are committed to using the external
environment as an impetus for change. Leaders communicate a sense of independence and a responsibility for the changes
that breeds confidence among members that they and the organization are capable of responding appropriately to changing
external conditions. The leader’s task is to delegate and applaud their work in their team but also to help them to see how their
work fits into the big picture of the total system and how their work interfaces with that of other interdependently functioning
teams. It is also imperative that leaders create structures and systems to ensure that these Stage 5 teams can develop into
Stage 6 system focused teams.

ADVOCACY

Leaders at this level understand that change is the norm of the surviving and thriving organizations. They see the need for
norms, and they know that one of those norms is change—that “status quo” is not reality. Therefore, these leaders are active
participants not only within their organizations but also in the environment that surrounds their organizations so that they
can proactively sense changing conditions. This level of Adaptation enhances the feeling among group members that they and
the organization are in control of the change process, that they have the competence to change what needs to be changed and
to be advocates for change. Because these Stage 6 behaviors exemplify the highest possible principle-centered commitment
to the mission and goals of the organization, the leadership prescription for these behaviors is to empower them by granting
them the optimum amount of autonomy possible.

External demands can either shock the system through reacting to a directive to change, or they
can proactively filter into the organization as consensus strategies for goals accomplishment. When
leaders direct change, the organization is forced into a reactive mode. Conditions are in control;
behavior is driven by circumstances, conditions, and environment. In the reactive mode individuals
have lost their “response-ability” and feel as though there is nothing else they can do—that’s just the
way it is.
By contrast proactive adaptation occurs when leaders have systems in place and have developed
leadership teams that can function interdependently, and they advocate for change as “the right thing
to do.”
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Dependence
Status of Adaptation
The scatter plot provides a visual representation of the degree to which the critical mass of your
faculty is willing and able to adapt to the external demands for change.

Based upon these data, as the “diamond” symbol in the scatter plot shows, your staff is at the unclear
level. However, as previously shown in the thirds graph, there is a wide range of scores within your
faculty; therefore, it is highly probable that you will have some individual and teams functioning at
least at one level above and below this composite level.
•

With Adaptation scores below the 33rd percentile and in the “Red Zone,” members are
dependent upon leaders because they are either unsure of the expectations and/or are unable
to make the needed changes. In either case, they are sending a message that most of them are
unable and are also unwilling to respond to these needed changes without direction and coaching
from their leaders. Since they perceive that external forces are responsible, they typically adopt
a “they are making us do it” attitude. Because of their low commitment to these change efforts,
expectations are not being met. Therefore, the Change Cycle ModelTM suggests that leaders will
need to use a more directive leadership style as the catalyst for change. When members are
reacting to leader directives, their commitment to quality is low, and they can be expected to
meet the “letter of the law” rather than the “spirit of the law.” Therefore, it is critical that leaders
are accurately diagnosing the level of commitment to change. By misdiagnosing, leaders could
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Interdependence
get trapped into a directive style and unable to move individuals and teams out of the Dependent
or “Red Zone.”
•

With Adaptation scores between the 34th and 50th percentiles, members are at the Acceptance
levels of Adaptation. At this level individuals understand the need for change and see the benefits
of change. However, they are sending a message that many of them have a “want to” but may
not know “how to” make the needed changes. Because they do not have the knowledge or skills
to change to meet organizational goals, the Change Cycle ModelTM suggests leaders need to use a
participatory leadership style to provide the necessary guidance and support for them.

•

With Adaptation scores between the 50th and 66th percentiles, members are at the Support
level of Adaptation. At this level, they will interpret conditions in the external environment
that signal a need for change, and they are sending a message that most of them are competent
and committed but that they need administrative support to give them confidence in making
the needed change. Because of their support for these adaptations, they can be expected to
collaborate and problem solve with leaders and other team members to proactively address these
needed changes. The leader’s involvement during the change process will help them gain the
confidence needed to make the needed changes.

•

With Adaptation scores are above the 67th percentile, members are at the Internalization
and Advocacy levels of Adaptation. At these levels, individuals understand that change is the
norm; they assume ownership of the need for change; they use the external environment as the
impetus for change; they integrate change demands with personal and organizational goals; and
they advocate for change as “the right thing to do.” They are sending a message that they have
high competence and commitment to work with leaders and other team members in response
to external change demands. Because they are advocates for school-wide goals, they are also
advocates for the changes necessary to achieve those goals.

As was previously stated, all dimensions of Organizational Health are strong leading indicators of
productivity; however, these “Big Three” dimensions of Goal Focus, Cohesiveness, and Adaptation
have consistently produced the highest correlation coefficients with productivity. To highlight the
importance of these dimensions and your organizational unit’s profile for each, the scatter plots
in this document are in picture format that can be copied and pasted into a Powerpoint slide to
facilitate presentation during data sharing sessions with the staff.
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Pre-Post Graph
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Dependence
COMPARISON OF 2018 PROFILE TO 2019 PROFILE:
Pre-Post Graph
The bar graph below shows the comparison of levels of health for each dimension. The blue bars
reflect the 2018 profile, and the red bars the 2019 profile.

The internal dynamics of schools have a significant impact upon these change scores in such a way
that:
• all ten dimensions could have increased,
•

some dimensions could have increased while others decreased,

•

all ten dimensions may have decreased.
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Interdependence
As reported in the following table, 3 dimension(s) increased and 7 dimension(s) decreased with a
composite change score of -4 percentile points.
OH Dimensions
Goal Focus

2018
20

2019
6

Change
-14

Communication Adequacy

22

14

-8

Optimal Power Equalization

23

9

-14

Resource Utilization

14

11

-3

Cohesiveness

22

15

-8

Morale

18

14

-3

Innovativeness

24

7

-17

Autonomy

8

12

3

Adaptation

3

7

4

Problem Solving Adequacy
Average OH Score

7
16

30
12

23
-4

Summary Statement
This comparison reveals that the composite Organizational Health score of your school is in the
red zone. You are encouraged to work with your administrative team and faculty to analyze factors
contributing to the profile and to identify strategies for improving the Organizational Health and
effectiveness of your school.

In the following sections you will have an opportunity to analyze the interrelationships between the
Organizational Health dimensions. In the first section, you will have an opportunity to examine
the number one strength for your school. We want you to be able to capitalize on the strengths in
order to maintain and/or design specific improvement strategies for other dimensions. In the second
section, we have identified the number one improvement priority for your school. In this section, we
have provided a format so you can critically analyze and “work through” the information. In the final
section, we have provided a “gap analysis” grid that shows the relationships between the top five and
bottom five dimensions. We have also provided you with information that shows how the top five
strengths may be having a negative impact upon the number one improvement priority.
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Interdependence
Analysis of Strengths &
Priorities
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PROBLEM SOLVING ADEQUACY: THE NUMBER ONE STRENGTH
Data Statement:
Congratulations! Your top Organizational Health dimension is Problem Solving
Adequacy which measures the degree to which problems get solved, stay solved, and the
problem-solving process is strengthened.
When this is the top dimension, we typically find schools that are well organized and
where individuals both inside and outside of the school know how to navigate the system.
Furthermore, these schools resolve problems and issues at the most appropriate level and
do so in a timely fashion that reinforces the goals of their schools. More specifically, we
would expect to find the following structures and systems in place:


A formal organizational chart placed in the faculty handbook and displayed in
prominent places that show the decision-making structure.



The organizational structure clearly delineates individual faculty issues and strategic
mission issues.



A written narrative that provides supporting information concerning the
organizational chart. This information would also be in the faculty handbook and
could include but not be limited to the following:
o Purposes for each of the leadership teams.
o Qualification for membership.
o Membership (how elected, selected, or appointed).
o Length of service.
o Frequency of meeting.
o Agenda preparation.
o Official minutes of meetings.



Roles and responsibilities for leaders and teams that are clearly defined and placed in
the faculty handbook.

In addition to the formal structure being well organized, we anticipate that you as the unit
leader have also communicated a set of beliefs and values to guide leadership behaviors
throughout the school. We define this set of beliefs and values as the infrastructure that
builds a solid foundation for making quality decisions throughout the school. Because of
the importance of these beliefs and values, we anticipate that they have been thoroughly
discussed and debated and are prominently displayed. Many highly effective schools
have adopted the six Leadership Belief Statements from Enhancing Leadership
Effectiveness (p. 144). The first two Leadership Belief Statements provide the foundation
and parameters for achieving quality decisions and the conceptual framework for
determining who should make the decisions.
Based upon our experience and research data, we anticipate that:
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You model behavior consistent with Leadership Belief Statements # 1 and # 2 in your
day-to-day decision-making process. If you are new to the Organizational Health
improvement process, you may have used slightly different language, but your
behaviors have probably reinforced these two Leadership Belief statements. (See pp.
24, 39 in Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness)
o We believe all decisions should be consistent with our mission and goals, should
be data based, should be anchored in sound theory and practice, and should be
focused on what is best for the short and long term interest of all customers.
(Leadership Belief # 1)
o We believe all decisions should be made at the most appropriate level in the
school and should be as close to the point of implementation as possible. The
competency and commitment levels of those involved will help determine the
appropriate level. (Leadership Belief # 2)



You conceptually and/or intuitively have led key leaders and the faculty to resolve
problems at the most appropriately level. Your personal leadership style and
decision-making strategies are instrumental in helping Problem Solving Adequacy to
be the number one strength for your school. From a faculty perspective, the
decision-making process that they are experiencing in their day-to-day operations is
reinforcing one of the following patterns:
o Interdependence: These individuals see “big picture” and make decisions that are
good for the entire school. The primary decision-making strategies that promote
Interdependence are delegation and serving as the ambassador for
interdependent individuals and teams.
o Independence: These individuals are willing and able to make the decisions and
do so within the context of what is in the best interest of their unit and/or
themselves. The primary decision-making strategies needed to capitalize on their
level of independence and to focus on quality school-wide decisions are
facilitation and mediation.
o Dependence: These individuals are very dependent upon formal leaders to help
them reach quality decisions. The primary decision-making strategies that leaders
need to use at this level to ensure quality decisions are negotiations and
arbitration.

As Problem Solving Adequacy scores increase above the 50th percentile, we typically
find leaders who are similarly able to increase growth from dependence to independence
to interdependence for individuals and teams, who insure that adequate formal
communications structures are in place to provide all faculty with clear processes to
surface and solve problems on school, and who have quality assurance strategies in place
to ensure that problems stay solved.
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Data Dynamics:
These Organizational Health data provide you with important information regarding the
faculty’s perception of the decision-making tools that you and other leaders typically use
in the day-to-day operations of your school.
The line graph, the bar graph(s), and the data sheet provide you with important
information regarding the predominant decision-making patterns and tools that the
critical mass of the faculty experience as being utilized by you and other key leaders.
These data provide you with important information regarding the degree to which faculty
members have become dependent, independent, or interdependent in the problem-solving
process.


Refer to Figure 2.1 on page 34 in Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness. That figure
depicts the maturity continuum and the seven decision-making “tools” that are
available for resolving problems.



Find and record the composite percentile score for Problem Solving Adequacy on the
data sheet. ______



Based on that percentile score, identify on the scale below which level of Problem
Solving Adequacy depicts perceptions from the critical mass of your faculty by
placing an “X” by the decision-making tool that is associated with the percentile
score for your school.
Score COMPOSITE PERCEPTION OF THE FACULTY
(84 – 99) Interdependence – Ambassador (win/win for interdependent teams)
(68 – 83) Interdependence – Delegation (win/win for interdependent teams)
(52 - 67) Independence – Facilitation (win/win)
(34 - 51) Independence – Mediation (win/win)
(23 – 33) Dependence – Negotiation (Together) (win/lose or lose/win)
(12 – 22) Dependence – Negotiation (one-on-one) (win/lose or lose/win)
(1 – 11) Dependence – Arbitration (win/lose, lose/win or lose/lose)

You may be surprised that your faculty’s perceptions about Problem Solving Adequacy
have caused that to be the top strength. To gain further insights about their perceptions
of Problem Solving Adequacy, please review the line graph which contrasts your self
perception with that of the total faculty.


Did you score Problem Solving Adequacy higher than the faculty?
___Yes
___No
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Please record the number of points that separated your perceptions from the faculty’s
perceptions. (Refer to the numbers on the vertical axis of the graph or the data
sheet.)
___My perception
___The Faculty’s perception
___The difference

If the number differential is within four points or less, you answered half of the questions
as did the faculty. Therefore, your read of the faculty’s level of Problem Solving
Adequacy is in the range of being “in the ballpark” to being “on target.” Beyond four
points, you are answering more than half of the questions differently than the critical
mass of the faculty. As the spread extends beyond four points, it means that your
perspective and that of the faculty are becoming more and more divergent.


Please review the line graph for your administrative team’s perception of Problem
Solving Adequacy and record the number of points that separated the administrative
team’s perceptions from the faculty’s perceptions.
___Adm. Team’s perception
___The Faculty’s perception
___The difference

If their perceptions are closer than yours, what are the implications?

If their perceptions are further apart than yours, what are the implications?

Please refer to the raw scores on the line graph for the top 1/3rd, middle 1/3rd, and bottom
1/3rd. It will be apparent from this comparison that individuals have very different
perspectives regarding the quality of problem solving adequacy. This is certainly
understandable because faculty members have had very different experiences in the
problem-solving process.
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Place a “T” for top 1/3rd, “M” for middle 1/3rd or “B” for the bottom 1/3rd in the location
that best describes where you think these three groups would fit on the problem-solving
continuum.
Score PERCEPTIONS FROM THE TOP, MIDDLE, OR BOTTOM 1/3RD
(38-40) Interdependence – Ambassador (win/win for interdependent teams)
(34-37) Interdependence – Delegation (win/win for interdependent teams)
(29-33) Independence – Facilitation (win/win)
(25-28) Independence – Mediation (win/win)
(20-24) Dependence – Negotiation (Together) (win/lose or lose/win)
(14-19) Dependence – Negotiation (one-on-one) (win/lose or lose/win)
( 8-13) Dependence – Arbitration (win/lose or lose/win or lose/lose)
Even with Problem Solving Adequacy as the number one strength, it is possible that the
composite score for Problem Solving Adequacy is below the 50th percentile, and the
analysis above may have revealed that the critical mass of your faculty is below the top
levels of Problem Solving Adequacy. If any of your key leaders are functioning
primarily at the Dependence level for decision making, their leadership styles may be
having a negative influence upon the level of Problem Solving Adequacy within their
sphere of influence.
Regardless of the basic level of Problem Solving Adequacy, we encourage you to
continue to be reflective about factors which have contributed to this becoming the top
strength dimension.
Leader Perspective on Data Dynamics:
From our perspective, having Problem Solving Adequacy as the top dimension, balanced
with other key dimensions, places you in an excellent position to have a have a
productive school. We encourage you to continue to maintain a high level of wellbalanced Problem Solving Adequacy and to capitalize and to build on this leadership and
organizational strength as you address your number one Organizational Health
improvement priority. Consequently, it is important for you to begin to consider and to
identify the factors—behaviors, structures, communication strategies—that have
contributed to Problem Solving Adequacy being a strength. These “Problem Solving
Adequacy Best Practices” can be expected to facilitate maintaining and/or increasing
current levels of Problem Solving Adequacy.
It is also possible that the strength of Problem Solving Adequacy may be having a
negative impact upon some of the other dimensions. If that is the case, it will be
addressed in a later section of this individualized report.
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GOAL FOCUS: THE NUMBER ONE IMPROVEMENT PRIORITY
Data Statement:
The composite profile for your school indicates that Goal Focus is a priority among the
ten dimensions of Organizational Health. As you know, Goal Focus measures the degree
to which the faculty has clarity, acceptance, support, internalization, and advocacy of
school-wide goals and initiatives. When this dimension is the primary focus for
improvement, it clearly signals that school-wide goals are not the most important priority
for the critical mass of your faculty.
It is critical for commitment to organizational goals to become the most important
priority for you and your faculty because:


Goal Focus is one of the “Big Three” dimensions that typically correlate with
productivity at the .001 level of significance, as do Adaptation and Cohesiveness.



Goal Focus is the dimension that operationalizes Leadership Belief Statement #1,
which is at the center of the Leadership StarTM (see Figure 8 on page 22 of Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness). Faculty must clearly see alignment between leader
decisions and organization goals; decisions must be based on relevant, goals related
data; dialogue and decisions about best practices must guide decisions for goal
accomplishment; and all decisions for goal setting and implementation must be in the
best interests of customers.



As the center of the Leadership StarTM, all other Leadership Belief Statements and
associated dimensions are connected to Goal Focus. You want Communications to
be focused on goals development and implementation; you are willing to share power
to accomplish goals; you want human talent and effort to be applied to achieve goals;
goals are the glue for consensus among independent individual and teams; you want
successful goals results to be the primary source of high morale; you want initiative
and creativity to permeate efforts to achieve goals; you are willing to grant freedom
and trust when there is commitment to goals; you want faculty to proactively respond
to external demands for change because they are willing to integrate those demands
with their goals; and you want communication processes to be used to surface and
solve operational problems so that they do not cloud the focus on organizational
goals.



Goal Focus is the dimension that creates the need for Adaptation, another “Big
Three” dimension. Goal Focus is the practical prerequisite for Adaptation. Faculty
members must have knowledge of the “what” (Goal Focus) before they can determine
the “how” (Adaptation). Adaptation is a function of being both able and willing to
change to meet external expectations. When there is high commitment to goals, there
is greater willingness to develop and use knowledge and skills to make the changes
necessary to accomplish the goals.
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Goal Focus is the source of consensus for highly effective, cohesive teams. It is the
basis for Cohesiveness, another “Big Three” dimension. Without commitment to
consensus goals, independent individuals on organization teams can be expected to
focus on self rather than team. You want diversity on organization teams, but without
commitment to common goals their diversity can lead to chaos. Goal Focus is the
catalyst for diversity to become synergy.

Data Dynamics:
The line graph, the bar graph(s), and the data sheet provide you with important
information regarding the degree to which faculty members have clarity, acceptance,
support, internalization, and advocacy of school-wide goals.

Refer to the graphic above that depicts the possible stages of Goal Focus as you analyze
your profile.


Record the composite percentile score for Goal Focus from the Data Sheet: _____.



Based on that percentile score, identify on the scale below which level of Goal Focus
depicts the critical mass of your faculty:
o “Red Zone” Stages 1 and 2 below 33rd %-ile
___Unclear (below 17)
___Clarity (17-33)
o “Yellow Zone” Stages 3 and 4 between 34th and 66th %-ile
___Acceptance (34-50)
___Support (51-66)
o “Green Zone” Stages 5 and 6 between 67th and 99th %-ile
___Internalization (67-83)
___Advocacy (84-99)
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Are you surprised that Goal Focus was the lowest dimension? Please review the line
graph which contrasts your self-perception with that of the total faculty.



Did you score Goal Focus higher or lower than the faculty?
___Higher
___Lower



Please record the number of points that separated your perceptions from the faculty’s
perceptions. (Refer to the numbers on the vertical axis of the graph or the numbers
on the Data Sheet.)
___My perception
___The Faculty’s perception
___The difference

If the number differential is within four points or less, you answered half of the questions
as did the faculty. Therefore, your read of the faculty’s level of Goal Focus is in the
range of being “in the ballpark” to being “on target.” Beyond four points, you are
answering more than half of the questions differently than the critical mass of the faculty.
As the spread extends beyond four points, it means that your perspective and that of the
faculty are becoming more and more divergent.


What does the spread between your perceptions and the faculty’s perceptions about
Goal Focus reveal?



Please review the line graph for your administrative team’s perception of Goal Focus
and record the number of points that separated the administrative team’s perceptions
from the faculty’s perceptions.
___Adm. Team’s perception
___The Faculty’s perception
___The difference
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If their perceptions are closer than yours, what are the implications?

If their perceptions are further apart than yours, what are the implications?

Please refer to the top 1/3rd, middle 1/3rd, and bottom 1/3rd line graph and data sheet that
disaggregates the faculty’s responses to these ten dimensions. Please record the
following raw scores for the Goal Focus dimension.
Top 1/3rd

______
rd

______

rd

______

Middle 1/3

Bottom 1/3

Based upon these raw scores for Goal Focus, how would you categorize each of these
three group’s commitment to organization goals? Please check the appropriate level.
Top Third
___Unclear, ___Clarity, ___Acceptance, ___Support, ___Internalization, ___Advocacy
Middle Third
___ Unclear, ___Clarity, ___Acceptance, ___Support, ___Internalization, ___Advocacy
Bottom Third
___ Unclear, ___Clarity, ___Acceptance, ___Support, ___Internalization, ___Advocacy
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Since language is a window to the level of Goal Focus for individuals, consider the line
graph analysis above and your knowledge of your faculty and estimate and record the
numbers of your faculty who are operating at each level of Goal Focus using the
language descriptors below:












Unclear (Below the level of Clarity): ______
o "I have difficulty in seeing . . . ."
o "I don't really understand why (how) . . . ."
o "I am not sure . . . ."
o "We are getting mixed messages from our leaders."
Clarity: ______
o "Yes, it is clear but . . . ."
o "Yes, I know that is one of our goals but . . . . these faculty members can’t. . .
"
o "Yes, the "boss" expects us to . . . , but he/she doesn't have to implement it."
o "They said we had input on the decision, but they didn't hear my suggestion."
Acceptance: ______
o "They have convinced me that it is important."
o "They have convinced me why it is necessary."
o "I understand why it is important. . . I may need help. . ."
Support: ______
o "WE believe it is important because . . . ."
o "In OUR discussion, WE came to the conclusion . . . ."
o "It was a consensus from OUR group . . . ."
o "WE know it will work because . . . ."
Internalization: ______
o "I no longer have to remind myself of its importance to our goal because it has
just become an integral part of my daily efforts."
o "It has just become a part of me. . . ."
o "It has become automatic . . . ; I no longer have to think about it!"
Advocacy: ______
o “We have an obligation to. . . . . ”
o "We need to help our peers keep their commitment to . . . ."
o "We need to be sure that everyone in our unit is . . . ."
o "We need to convince ________ that he/she should . . . ."
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Now consider the members of your administrative team, your unit leaders, and other key
leaders relative to the same criteria. The language of key leaders can also be expected to
have an impact upon the level of Goal Focus for those members within their sphere of
influence. Please confidentially list your individual key leaders who are:


Unclear (Below the level of Clarity):
______________________________________
______________________________________



at Clarity:
______________________________________
______________________________________



at Acceptance:
______________________________________
______________________________________



at Support:
______________________________________
______________________________________



at Internalization:
______________________________________
______________________________________



at Advocacy:
______________________________________
______________________________________

One of your opportunities is to capitalize on those leaders and faculty members who are
functioning at higher levels and to utilize their strengths and talents to influence others.
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Based upon your understanding of these data, please identify whether you believe that the factors
listed below are influencing the dynamics of Goal Focus. Please circle “Y” for Yes, “M” for
Maybe, or “N” for No after each statement. Add any other potential causes, and then identify the
top 3 reasons contributing to lower Goal Focus.

Potential Causes of Lower Levels of Goal Focus

Priority
1,2,3

1.

Faculty members do not have comprehensive input into the
development of school-wide goals.

Y M N

2.

Faculty members do not have comprehensive input into developing
implementation strategies for goals.

Y M N

3.

Campus goals are not effectively disseminated and communicated

Y M N

4.

Campus goals are not visibly displayed.

Y M N

5.

The agenda for meetings are not aligned with school goals.

Y M N

6.

Gaps between goals and results are not identified and addressed.

Y M N

7.

The parameters for Leadership Belief #1 are not followed.

Y M N

8.

Y M N

9.

There are no assessment processes to determine the levels of goals
awareness or commitment of faculty.
Inadequate data are provided to measure degree of goal attainment.

Y M N

10

Incentives for goal attainment are inadequate.

Y M N

11

Consequences for failure to attain goals are inadequate.

Y M N

12

There is inadequate feedback to faculty when decisions are made
off-campus that impact school goals.

Y M N

Other factors that may be negatively impacting Goal Focus

Y M N

13

Y M N

14

Y M N

15

Y M N

Considering the importance of Goal Focus and the relationship between the level of Goal Focus
and achievement, please identify below what your analysis of these data suggests about the
anticipated quadrant for future student performance:
___76 to 99%-ile
___51 to 75%-ile
___26 to 50%-ile
___0 to 21%-ile
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Summary:
In an earlier portion of this report, you have received feedback regarding the top three
leadership and organizational strengths for your organization. It is very possible that one
or a combination of those strengths have had a negative impact upon the level of Goal
Focus for your organization. In order to determine the degree to which strengths may be
causing liabilities, Table 1 below has been generated for you.
GAP ANALYSIS

B08255OE

PSA

30%

19%

21%

23%

23%

24%

COH

15%

4%

6%

8%

8%

9%

MOR

14%

3%

5%

7%

7%

8%

COM

14%

3%

5%

7%

7%

8%

AUT

12%

1%

3%

5%

5%

6%

RES

OPE

ADA

INN

GF

11%

9%

7%

7%

6%

Table 1 – Gap Analysis
HEALTH THREAT ADVISORY SYSTEM
Please note that the top five strengths are listed on the vertical axis and the top five
priorities are listed on the horizontal axis. The confidential percentile score for each of
these dimensions is displayed in Table 1. Those relationships will be labeled in a colorcoded “Health Threat Advisory” system similar to the Homeland Security codes:


Green is a “low” Health threat when the priority dimension is within 14
percentile points of strength dimensions. At this Health Threat level you will
be provided with:
o A descriptive Data Statement that interprets the relationship of the
improvement priority dimension to those strength dimensions that
have the potential to negatively impact it, and
o A structured process for you to use to reflect and record your
Leadership Perspective on the dynamics on your campus that have
the potential to negatively impact the improvement priority.
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Yellow is an “elevated” Health threat when the improvement dimension is
between 15 and 24 percentile points of strength dimensions. At this Health
threat level you will be provided with:
o

A descriptive Data Statement that interprets the relationship of the
improvement priority dimension to those strength dimensions that may
be negatively impacting it.

o Our perspective on Possible Data Dynamics between the
improvement priority and strength dimensions that may be negatively
impacting it, and
o A structured process for you to use to reflect and record your
Leadership Perspective on the dynamics on your campus that may be
negatively impacting the improvement priority.


Orange is a “high” Health threat when the improvement dimension is between
25 and 39 percentile points of strength dimensions. If the differences are
within this range, we believe that these strengths are probably liabilities for
the improvement priority dimension. At this Health Threat level you will be
provided with:
o A descriptive Data Statement that interprets the relationship of the
improvement priority dimension to those strength dimensions that are
probably negatively impacting it.
o Our perspective on Possible Data Dynamics between the
improvement priority dimension and the strength dimensions that are
likely negatively impacting it, and
o A structured process for you to reflect and record your Leadership
Perspective on the dynamics on your campus that are probably
negatively impacting the improvement priority.



Red is a “severe” Health threat when the improvement dimension is 40
percentile points or more below the strength dimensions. If the differences
are 40 points or more, we know that these strengths are liabilities for the
improvement priority dimension. At this Health threat level you will be
provided with:
o A descriptive Data Statement that interprets the relationship of the
improvement priority dimension to those strengths that are negatively
impacting it.
o Our perspective on Possible Data Dynamics between the
improvement priority dimension and the strength dimensions that are
negatively impacting it, and
o A structured process for you to reflect and record your Leadership
Perspective on the dynamics on your campus that are negatively
impacting the improvement priority.
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HIGH PROBLEM SOLVING ADEQUACY AND LOW GOAL FOCUS:
“YELLOW” ALERT LEVEL
Data Statement:
This level of imbalance between Goal Focus and Problem Solving Adequacy places your
school at the Health Threat Advisory level of “Yellow,” indicating an elevated alert
condition. The levels of Problem Solving Adequacy for some members of your faculty
may be having a negative impact upon their ability to function at the highest levels of
commitment to organizational goals.
When Problem Solving Adequacy is high and Goal Focus is low and is within the 15-24
point range, some faculty members do not feel the responsibility for decision-making
regarding school-wide goals because they know that the formal leaders will make those
decisions and direct their behaviors. The “centralized” problem solving process can be
very efficient and very standardized. Faculty members grow very accustomed to it
because everything is very predictable and “under control.” In an ironic way, it can also
be a “safety net” for faculty members and can contribute to high morale for some faculty
members.
When faculty members feel more accountability than responsibility for goals, all they
need to do is take the goal requirements to the leader, and the leader will “tell” them how
to proceed to comply with the expectations. If the product is not adequate, they can
simply say, “I did what you told me to do.”
Possible Data Dynamics:
We encourage you to become an astute observer of the possible dynamics between these
dimensions because the level of Problem Solving Adequacy is likely having a negative
impact upon the levels of Goal Focus. Please consider the extent to which you and/or
other key leaders are:


Viewed by many faculty members as making the resolution of personal faculty
member concerns a high priority, even at the expense of effectively committing to
needed school-wide goals.



Misdiagnosing the readiness levels of several individuals. You may perceive that
they are less willing and able than they are, which means you are misdiagnosing that
they are at the R1 level when they are at the R2 level, R2 level when they are R3
level, and R3 level when they are R4 level. Because you perceive that they are less
willing and able, you may be directing them when you should be selling them on
organizational goals, selling when you should be participating with them in the goals
process, and participating when you should be delegating the goals development and
implementation process to them.
Consequently, the inappropriate reliance on more top-down direction is causing more
dependency with many faculty members than is necessary, which is reflected in a
lower Goal Focus score. This misdiagnosis could be especially dysfunctional if these
are members of your administrative team, unit leaders or other key leaders within the
faculty. (See pp. 13-15 in Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness.)
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Because of misdiagnosis, you likely are not ensuring that the strategies to incorporate
Goal Focus are being addressed at the most appropriate level. From a faculty
perspective, the decision-making process that they are experiencing in their day-today operations is reinforcing one of the following patterns:
o Interdependence: These individuals see “big picture” and make decisions
regarding goal expectations that are good for the entire organization. The
primary decision-making strategies that promote Interdependence are delegation
and serving as the ambassador for these interdependent individuals and teams.
o Independence: These individuals are willing and able to make the decisions and
do so within the context of what is in the best interest of their unit and/or
themselves. The primary decision-making strategies needed to capitalize on their
level of independence and to focus on quality school-wide decisions are
facilitation and mediation.
o Dependence: These individuals are very dependent upon formal leaders to help
them reach quality decisions. The primary decision-making strategies that leaders
need to use at this level to ensure quality decisions are negotiations and
arbitration. (See the Decision-Making ModelTM on page 34 of Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness.)

Therefore, a misdiagnosis of faculty members’ maturity level will cause you to use lower
than appropriate levels of decision-making and will foster more dependence than
independence for the goals process.


These data may also be indicating that many faculty members perceive that this is a
great place to work because their leaders are willing to “cut them some slack” for
accountability to organization goals.



These data may also be indicating that decisions are being made outside of a key
parameter in Leadership Belief Statement #1: many decisions are being made in the
best interests of the faculty rather than the customers. (See Chapter 1 in Enhancing
Leadership Effectiveness.)

Low Goal Focus and high Problem Solving may also be a structural and infrastructural
issue. Please consider the following:


Your official organizational chart may indicate that only a few key individuals will
have the power to influence the goals process, which can create the perception of a
dependent, Win-Lose environment. The job descriptions of unit leaders, other key
leaders, and organization teams do not assign them decision-making power consistent
with Leadership Belief Statement #2.



Your organizational chart may be neither clear nor visible; therefore, members seek
permission from you before initiating goal efforts.



That formal processes for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of goals either
may not exist or are inadequate. Consequently, faculty members are receiving the
goals from above but are not provided with structured processes to give input
regarding the effectiveness of their efforts in relationship to organizational goals.
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Even though there may be a high level of trust and credibility between leaders and
team members for leading the goals process, if adequate structures are not in place,
individuals and teams cannot have frequent and consistent dialogue and healthy
debates regarding goals. Consider the extent to which:
o You meet with the administrative team, unit leaders, and other key leaders.
o Advance agenda for meetings are sent out to members.
o Meeting minutes are recorded, distributed, and maintained.
o There are ground rules for your meetings and whether individuals are held
accountable to those guidelines.

By creating a better balance between Problem Solving Adequacy and Goal Focus, you
should be able to improve your school’s ability to adapt and change appropriately.
Improving this balance should have a positive impact upon the other eight dimensions as
well.
Leader Perspective Data Dynamics:
It will be helpful now for you to now refer to the Data Reflection Process section of these
materials. You may also refer to Organizational Health: Improvement Strategies on
pages 9-16 in your Organizational Health Notebook. This process will facilitate your
further analysis of the factors—behaviors, structures, and communication processes—
that may be causing Problem Solving to be negatively impacting Goal Focus.
HIGH COHESIVENESS AND LOW GOAL FOCUS: “GREEN” ALERT LEVEL
Data Statement:
This level of imbalance between Cohesiveness and Goal Focus places your organization
at the Health Threat Advisory level of “Green,” indicating a low alert condition.
However, if your school is in the “Red Zone,” that is, below the 33rd percentile for these
dimensions, the relationship between Cohesiveness and Goal Focus cannot be described
as “effective” even though they are well balanced.
From this report, we know that the balance between Goal Focus and the strength of
Cohesiveness indicates that although the Health threat is “low,” you need to be aware of
and reflective about the relationships and dynamics between these dimensions. Because
commitment to school-wide goals, especially student performance goals, may not always
be the primary focus for Cohesiveness, faculty members should understand the
relationships between those dimensions.
Six of the eight Cohesiveness items on the Organizational Health Instrument are related
to the relationships between and among faculty teams. When this dimension is high, it
clearly indicates that faculty members trust and support each other. High Cohesiveness
can become a very positive force if the team effort is directed towards school-wide goals;
however, it can also be a force that runs counter to the expectations and wishes of the unit
leader and other formal leaders.
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When these scores approach the 14 point boundary, we believe that the strength
dimension has the potential to have a negative impact upon the level of Goal Focus.
Therefore, leaders need to be sensitive to this level of cohesiveness and to be able to
capitalize on the leadership of key individuals to use these energies to accomplish schoolwide goals and initiatives.
We believe that you should focus your efforts on increasing faculty members’ ability and
willingness to dedicate their efforts to insuring that goals-related concerns are identified
within the formal communications systems and are addressed effectively at the
appropriate level and by the appropriate individuals and teams. Improving the balance
between Goal Focus and Cohesiveness can also be expected to have a positive impact on
the other dimensions.
Possible Data Dynamics:
These data make it very clear that you and other key leaders in this organization need to
embrace Leadership # 4 and to help teams and individuals throughout the organization to
function primarily in Stages 3, 4, 5, and 6. (See the Stages of Team Development model
on page 58 in Enhancing Leadership Effectiveness.) By focusing on these four higher
levels in the stages of team development, leaders are helping individuals and teams to
learn how to function as independent and interdependent teams. The challenge is to
capitalize on the strength of Cohesiveness and to utilize this strength to address
problems/issues/concerns that have the potential to detract from goal commitment.
Leader Perspective Data Dynamics:
It will be helpful now for you to now refer to the Data Reflection Process section of these
materials. You may also refer to Organizational Health: Improvement Strategies on
pages 9-16 in your Organizational Health Notebook. This process will facilitate your
further analysis of the factors—behaviors, structures, and communication processes—
that have the potential to cause Cohesiveness to be negatively impacting the levels of
Goal Focus.
HIGH MORALE AND LOW GOAL FOCUS: “GREEN” ALERT LEVEL
Data Statement:
From this report, we know that the balance between Morale and Goal Focus is at Health
Threat Advisory level “Green,” indicating that although the Health Threat is “low,” you
need to be aware of and reflective about the relationships and dynamics between Morale
and Goal Focus.
When the relationship between these dimensions is within the 0-14 point range, it reflects
relatively equitable balance between Goal Focus and Morale. In fact, these dimensions
could be perfectly balanced in your school. However, if your school is in the “Red
Zone,” that is, below the 33rd percentile for these dimensions, the relationship between
Morale and Goal Focus cannot be described as “effective” even though they are well
balanced.
Of the ten dimensions of Organizational Health, Morale is the most elusive dimension.
The eight items on the Organizational Health Inventory related to Morale measure the
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degree to which individuals have a sense of security, satisfaction, pleasure, and wellbeing. When this dimension is high and is balanced with other key dimensions, it
typically indicates that faculty members have a good working relationship with their team
leader and the members of the administrative team that works most closely with them.
They believe their leaders trust them to make decisions within their sphere of influence
(Power Equalization) and that they freedom (Autonomy) to fulfill their roles and
responsibilities within the guidelines of Leadership Belief Statement #1.
Morale can have a very positive impact upon the overall health of your school if it takes
place within the overall goal structure of the organization. However, if there is a gap
between the levels of Morale and Goal Focus, higher Morale has the potential to
negatively impact Goal Focus.
Leader Perspective Data Dynamics:
Please refer to the Data Reflection Process section of these materials. You may also refer
to pages 9-16 in the Organizational Health: Improvement Strategies in your
Organizational Health Notebook. This process will facilitate your further analysis of the
factors—behaviors, structures, and communication processes—relative to Morale that
have the potential to negatively impact Goal Focus.
HIGH COMMUNICATION ADEQUACY AND LOW GOAL FOCUS: “GREEN”
ALERT LEVEL
Data Statement:
From this report, we know that the balance between Goal Focus and the strength of
Communication Adequacy is at Health Threat Advisory level “Green,” indicating that
although the Health threat is “low,” you need to be aware of and reflective about the
relationships and dynamics between these dimensions.
These data reflect that there is a relatively effective balance between Goal Focus and the
Communication Adequacy dimension. When the relationship between these dimensions
is within the 0-14 point range, it reflects relatively equitable balance between Goal Focus
and Communication Adequacy. In fact, these dimensions could be perfectly balanced in
your school. However, if your school is in the “Red Zone,” that is, below the 33rd
percentile for these dimensions, the relationship between Communication Adequacy and
Goal Focus cannot be described as “effective” even though they are well balanced.
Although commitment to organizational goals may not always be the primary impetus for
their communications, faculty members do understand the relationships between those
dimensions. We believe that you should focus your Organizational Health improvement
efforts on increasing the level of Goal Focus. Furthermore, we also believe that you can
use the strength of Communication Adequacy as an asset to do so. In fact, increasing
Goal Focus can be expected to result in a stronger relationship between these dimensions.
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Leadership Perspective on Data Dynamics:
Please refer to the Data Reflection Process section of these materials. The reflective
practice portion (pp. 9-16) of the Organizational Health: Improvement Strategies in your
Organizational Health Notebook will make it easy for you to record your reflections.
This process will facilitate your further analysis of the factors—behaviors, structures, and
communication processes— that are potentially causing a negative impact on the balance
between these dimensions.
HIGH AUTONOMY AND LOW GOAL FOCUS: “GREEN” ALERT LEVEL
Data Statement:
From this report, we know that the balance between Goal Focus and the strength of
Autonomy is at Health Threat Advisory level “Green,” indicating that although the
Health threat is “low,” you need to be aware of and reflective about the relationships and
dynamics between these dimensions. When the relationship between these dimensions is
within the 0-14 point range, it reflects relatively equitable balance between Goal Focus
and Autonomy. In fact, these dimensions could be perfectly balanced in your
organization. However, if your school is in the “Red Zone,” that is, below the 33rd
percentile for these dimensions, the relationship between Autonomy and Goal Focus
cannot be described as “effective” even though they are well balanced.
If there is a gap between these dimensions approaching the 14 point boundary, you
should be alert to the potential that at least for a few faculty members, responsibility for
organizational goals may not always be their primary focus. It may also be possible that
they do understand the relationships between those dimensions. We believe that you
should focus your Organizational Health improvement efforts on increasing the level of
Goal Focus and on increasing faculty members’ commitment and competence to dedicate
their autonomy to school-wide goals. Consequently, if more accountability systems for
organizational goals were imposed, they should understand the “why” behind those
expectations. Increasing Goal Focus can be expected to result in a stronger relationship
between these dimensions.
Leadership Perspective on Data Dynamics:
Please refer to the Data Reflection Process section of these materials. The reflective
practice portion (pp. 9-16) of the Organizational Health: Improvement Strategies in your
Organizational Health Notebook will make it easy for you to record your reflections. If
there is a gap between these dimensions, this process will facilitate your further analysis
of the factors—behaviors, structures, and communication processes— that are potentially
causing Autonomy to have a negative impact on Goal Focus.
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LEADER DATA REFLECTIONS PROCESS:
We hope this written report has enabled you to clearly understand your Organizational
Health profiles and that you are now ready to be reflective concerning factors which may
have contributed to the Organizational Health of your campus.
What has contributed to your priority dimension?
Rather than trying to find a quick fix, you are encouraged to take a broader perspective
and gain new insights. We suggest that you:
 Critically read the focus chapter
 Critically analyze the information in this individualized report
 Critically observe internal and external factors that may be negatively impacting
your school’s ability to function at the desired level. Look beyond the surface.
Ask follow-up questions. It is easy for key leaders to give “lip service” indicating
their general support. However, we encourage you to ask key follow-up questions
that will allow you to gain insights into their level of support and commitment.
Now it is time to start examining the questions in the leader data reflections segments.
These worksheets will make it easy for you to record your reflections:





What is happening inside my school that is impacting the priority dimension?
We encourage you to record your observations about key individuals and
teams. What are they doing or not doing that is having a negative impact
upon our priority dimension?
The next section is more difficult because it asks you to be very reflective and
candid about what you have or have not done that may have contributed to the
present level of Organizational Health.
Please list those factors that are outside and beyond your school that have
negatively impacted the priority dimension.

Now you are ready to formulate a summary of your best thinking about key factors that
have contributed to your priority dimension. Consider that the audience for your
summary should be first your supervisor, then your administrative and leadership teams,
and then your faculty.
Please remember that you can change the Organizational Health and effectiveness of your
unit by any one or a combination of the following:
 Changing your behavior as leader,
 Influencing the behavior of team members,
 Changing structures within the organization, and
 Letting individuals know the "whys" behind leadership decisions.
Please note that these four factors involve you as the leader; therefore, your summary
statement should set the tone for proactive change.
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